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SUMMARY
Formation control of multi-robot teams is fundamentally influenced by the available
sensing and communication capabilities of individual robots. The significance of these
capabilities manifests in the network topology induced by interaction modalities present in
the team, which may include maintenance of relative distances, bearings, or angles in the
formation. To understand this significance and aid in design of effective control strategies,
this thesis investigates the interplay between network topology and heterogeneous interac-
tion modalities present in multi-robot formations. With regard to this investigation, each
chapter of this thesis addresses a series of research questions that motivate and drive the
results. The thesis begins by considering formations in which the relative angles between
robots are maintained. To characterize such formations, infinitesimal shape-similarity is
developed to describe frameworks in which angle maintenance renders the framework invari-
ant to infinitesimal translations, rotations, and uniform scaling. After developing tools for
assessing frameworks for this property, design of formation controllers for infinitesimally
shape-similar frameworks reveals the sensing and communication requirements on the
robots executing them. To explore relaxations of these requirements, a bearing-only self-
assembly mechanism for a class of infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks is designed, and
a formation-control strategy is developed to leverage a single distance measurement, suggest-
ing that heterogeneity may be exploited at large. To relate heterogeneous distance, bearing,
and angle constraints, the relationships between infinitesimal rigidity, bearing-rigidity, and
shape-similarity are examined, espousing the coupling of network topology and interaction
modalities in a team. The motions of formations specified by heterogeneous constraints
are then characterized, and formation-control strategies are developed. Ultimately, this
thesis demonstrates that the coupling of the network topology and heterogeneous interaction
modalities of multi-robot teams should be accounted for explicitly to assess the tradeoffs




Inspired by naturally occurring multi-agent systems, where the global capabilities of a
group, such as fish schooling or group transport by ants, can be studied through the local
interactions between individual agents, this thesis considers motion coordination of mobile
robot teams. Unlike their natural counterparts, multi-robot teams are engineered systems for
which the interactions between individual robots, influenced by their available sensing and
communication capabilities, must be designed; this design process necessitates a thorough
understanding of the effects of inter-robot interactions on the ability of a team to accomplish
a particular objective. To achieve this understanding and aid in design, this thesis explores
the interplay between the interaction modalities between individual robots and the underlying
network topology of multi-robot teams.
With regard to this exploration, multi-robot formations are used to expose the fundamen-
tal coupling of network topology and the interaction modalities of individual robots in a
team. In terms of the potential impact and utility of this choice, justification for the use of
multi-robot formations in furthering the purpose of this thesis is ample. At large, motion
coordination of mobile robots, for which multi-robot formations are representative, has
wide-ranging applications, both established and emerging, spanning a variety of domains
such as undersea sensing network deployment [1], autonomous driving [2], autonomous
warehousing [3], and environmental monitoring [4]. With regard to utility, control of multi-
robot formations relies critically on exploiting both the network structure induced by the
local interactions between robots and the information contained in those interactions.
Because of their centrality, the precise nature of the interaction modalities as they pertain
to this thesis must be described. In a networked team, and in particular, in a multi-robot
formation, individual robots typically have access to limited information about other robots,
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a limitation that is imposed by the equipped sensing and communication mechanisms.
These mechanisms can be used to measure functions of the relative robot states, and in
this thesis, the interaction modalities between individual robots refer to maintenance of
these functions, which include the relative distances, bearings, and angles in the formation.
Because the capabilities of a multi-robot team are fundamentally impacted by the sensing
and communication modalities available to the individual robots, the formation-control
objectives that can be achieved by the team depend critically on the information that each
robot has about its neighbors; this dependence is explored explicitly throughout this thesis.
For teams of robots that are not identically equipped, subsets of the team have access
to different information that can give rise to heterogeneous interaction modalities, which
can be leveraged when maintaining certain distances, bearings, and angles in the formation.
In this thesis, consideration is given to the capabilities of individual robots in the context
of formation control in order to characterize the mobility of the formation and to design
controllers that exploit it. While introducing heterogeneity increases the complexity of
developing tools for analyzing and controlling a multi-robot team, it is hypothesized that
the heterogeneous interaction modalities that arise from the sensing and communication
capabilities of individual robots broaden the capabilities of the team as a whole—this
hypothesis is supported by the theoretical developments of this work and demonstrated in
the design and deployment of formation controllers on teams of differential-drive robots.
Having broadly described the scope of this thesis and justified its purpose, the primary
objective of this work and the driving research questions it seeks to answer are succinctly
stated. To aid in motion-coordination design, the objective of this thesis is to investigate the
interplay between network topology and the heterogeneous interaction modalities available
in multi-robot formations by addressing the following questions.
• When the sensing modalities of a multi-robot team are restricted to bearing-only
sensors, which are used to measure and maintain the relative angles between robots
in formation, what types of formations can be achieved, and what are the available
2
motions of such formations? (Chapter 3)
• Through design of formation controllers for teams of robots described by infinitesi-
mally shape-similar frameworks, how can the tools of infinitesimal shape-similarity
be leveraged to achieve formation stabilization; what do these controllers require in
terms of the sensing and communication modalities of the networked team; and what
does this design process reveal about the necessity of heterogeneity in the available
interaction modalities? (Chapter 4)
• In formation control of triangulations of robots, what is the result of limited incor-
poration of distance information to a multi-robot team that is otherwise restricted to
bearing-only sensors? (Chapter 5)
• In terms of network topology as it relates to the interaction modalities of a networked
team, what are the underlying relationships between infinitesimal rigidity, bearing-
rigidity, and shape-similarity? (Chapter 6)
• When considering multi-robot formations characterized by the maintenance of dis-
tances, bearings, and relative angles, what types of formations can be achieved; what
motions are available to such formations; and what control strategies can be employed
to leverage the benefits of heterogeneity? (Chapter 7)
In brief summary of the approach taken to addressing these fundamental research
questions, infinitesimal shape-similarity is developed to characterize formations in which the
angles between robots are maintained; the theoretical underpinnings of this property are are
readily amenable to formation control and highlight the importance of heterogeneity in the
interaction modalities of a networked team. Infinitesimal shape-similarity is then connected
to the related concepts of infinitesimal rigidity and infinitesimal bearing-rigidity, which,
when taken together, provide a basis upon which the role of the heterogeneous interactions
between robots in formation can be studied and exploited. Backed by these theoretical
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developments, formation controllers are designed which leverage this understanding, and
throughout this thesis, emphasis is placed on demonstration of the results using teams of
differential-drive robots—the Robotarium, a remotely accessible swarm-robotics testbed
at Georgia Tech, is used exclusively and repeatedly in this regard [5]. With these results
and demonstrations, the thesis concludes having unequivocally substantiated the claim that
network topology and the interaction modalities of a team are inextricably linked in the
study and design of multi-robot formations.
In the following section, the technical contributions of this work are detailed in the order
they are presented in this thesis, but before this summary, the following nuanced position
must be made plain. The purpose of this work, reiterated for emphasis, is to explore the
coupling between network topology and inter-robot interactions in the context of formation
control. While the results of this work culminate in a series of formation controllers, the
purpose of this work is not formation control, but rather to gain insight through design
into the fundamental coupling of network topology and interaction modalities, a distinction
that is evident from the research questions above. As such, discussion of the performance
of the formation controllers is limited to narrow control-theoretic sense, rather than in
broad comparison to the many established formation controllers in the literature, as this
comparison does not further the objective of this thesis. Having described this important
distinction in the research presented here, a summary of the technical contributions follows.
1.1 Summary of Contributions
The technical results of this thesis are partitioned into five chapters, each dedicated to
addressing a specific set of research questions indicated in the previous section. Beginning
in Chapter 3, infinitesimal shape-similarity is developed; this development follows the ini-
tialisms presented in [6] and [7], which are refined in [8]. First, infinitesimal shape-similarity
is defined, and the shape-similarity matrix, the principle tool in assessing frameworks for
infinitesimal shape-similarity, is derived. Conditions on the nullspace and rank of the
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shape-similarity matrix are provided to certify infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks and
identify pathological frameworks.
In Chapter 4, two controllers, based on the development of infinitesimal shape-similarity,
are presented; these controllers appear in [9]. First, a controller is designed to stabilize
a formation specified by desired angles; the stabilizing controller is simulated, and the
limitations of this approach, as well as the sensing and communication requirements of
the controller, are discussed. To improve upon this initial controller, a controller-synthesis
approach to formation control is presented, which admits user-specified desired motion of
the formation.
With revelations from the formation controllers for infinitesimally shape-similar frame-
works in Chapter 4, Chapter 5 furthers the exploration of heterogeneous interaction modali-
ties in formation control through design of formation controllers for a particular class of
infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks, triangulations; this examination is based on work
concerning the same subject in [7] and [10], which are united in [8]. Discussed in this
chapter, certain triangulations are demonstrated to have a particular structure amenable to a
leader-follower formation-control strategy in which all robots are equipped with bearing-only
sensors, and a single robot is capable of additionally measuring distances.
With the case study in heterogeneity provided in Chapter 5, towards designing formation
controllers to leverage heterogeneous interaction modalities in the networked team, Chapter 6
relates infinitesimal shape-similarity, rigidity, and bearing-rigidity. Algebraic relationships
between the corresponding matrices of each framework property are first developed. Then,
supported by these algebraic relationships, the implications of each framework property on
the others, which varies with dimension, is described.
Continuing the investigation of the role of heterogeneous interaction modalities in design
of formation controllers, Chapter 7 examines the available motions of frameworks specified
by sets of distances, bearings, and angles. Then, a controller-synthesis formation-control
strategy is presented for formations characterized by heterogeneous constraints to unite
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the synthesis approach in Chapter 4 with the comparison of the framework properties in
Chapter 6.
1.2 Organization
The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides a detailed description of the back-
ground information relevant to the theoretical developments of this work; a description of the
Robotarium is also provided in this chapter to support the demonstrations of the formation
controllers provided throughout the text. In Chapter 3, the primary theoretical contribution
of this work is presented; namely, the underpinnings of infinitesimal shape-similarity are dis-
cussed and tools for assessing frameworks for this property are developed. Chapter 4 applies
the developments of the previous chapter on the design and implementation of formation
controllers for infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks. In a particular instantiation, Chap-
ter 5 examines control of triangulations to demonstrate the significance of heterogeneous
interaction modalities in formation control. To further the examination of heterogeneous
interaction modalities in formation control, Chapter 6 relates the framework properties
of infinitesimal rigidity, bearing-rigidity, and shape-similarity; this comparison bears fruit
in Chapter 7, which is concerned with control of formations specified by heterogeneous
constraints. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the examination of the interplay between network
topology and the interaction modalities of a networked team. Appendix A includes several
theorems regarding affine spaces that are critical in understanding the available motions of
infinitesimally rigid and shape-similar frameworks in higher dimensions. For convenience
to the reader, notation is introduced in situ, and Appendix B contains a glossary of notation




To support the exploration of the interplay between network topology and the heterogeneous
interaction modalities of a multi-robot team, this section provides a summary of important
background information that serves to support and contextualize the results of this thesis in
the literature. With this regard, this section is divided according to the principle areas upon
which the results draw. Read in sequence, these sections further develop the thesis argument
and substantiate the approach taken as described previously in Chapter 1; read individually,
each of these sections provides sufficient background information such that the significance
of, and intuition behind, the results presented in subsequent chapters can be made clear.
To begin in Chapter 2.1, a description of graph theoretic methods in formation control is
presented. As detailed in this section, the tools afforded by the graph theoretic approach
immediately support the investigation into network topology and interaction modalities.
Alongside the introduction of graphs and frameworks to represent multi-robot formations,
several applications of these objects to formation control are presented in order to contrast
the subject of these approaches with other formation control methods and to highlight their
significance towards introducing the concepts of subsequent sections of this chapter, namely
those of infinitesimal rigidity and bearing-rigidity.
Chapter 2.2 is dedicated to the introduction and description of the framework properties
of infinitesimal rigidity and bearing-rigidity. The significance of these properties is made
clear in the context of teams of robots equipped with particular sensing modalities capable
of measuring distances and bearings.
In Chapter 2.3, background information on controller synthesis is provided; this ap-
proach, which yields controllers through solution of constrained optimization problems, is
chosen to achieve formation control in Chapter 4 and Chapter 7. Details concerning the
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structure and properties of the optimization problems are provided alongside examples of
this approach in the greater context of robotics and autonomy, which supports the application
of controller synthesis to formation control presented by this thesis.
Finally, Chapter 2.4 is devoted to a thorough description of the Robotarium, the swarm
robotics testbed used throughout this thesis to demonstrate the theoretical results on teams
of real robots.
2.1 Graph Theoretic Approaches in Formation Control
In this section, formation control, the medium through which the interplay between network
topology and the sensing modalities of a networked team is investigated, is briefly introduced.
While there are many approaches to the motion coordination problem of achieving and
maintaining multi-robot formations, a few methods are highlighted to contrast with the graph
theoretic approach to formation control pursued by this thesis. Because of the diverse and
extensive literature available on multi-robot systems and formation control, the references
provided here are not intended to be exhaustive, rather, the contrast with methods not
necessarily relying on graphs highlights the natural application of graph theoretic approaches
to formation control as considered in this thesis.
Formation control involves the design of appropriate coordinated control strategies
for assembling and maintaining desired relative inter-robot states. Many approaches to
formation control are surveyed by [11] and [12]. These references describe a variety
of successful formation-control strategies that have been developed for a wide range of
platforms and performance objectives, and while the techniques applied to this problem are
varied, it is evident that formation control of multi-robot teams is fundamentally impacted
by factors such as the sensing and communication capabilities of the robots, mobility
considerations, and interactions with the environment; the impact of these factors is a
primary driver in the choice of formation control as the means by which the interplay
between network topology and the available interaction modalities is investigated.
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As noted in [12], various classifications of approaches to formation control exist; for ex-
ample, that of [13] classifies formation control methods under the following three categories:
leader-follower, behavioral, and virtual structure. The leader-follower approach to formation
control typically designates a single robot as the leader, which is controlled to achieve some
task, while the remaining robots execute controllers to maintain the formation about the
leader; for example, [14] adopts this approach, as do [15], [16], [17], and [18]. Behavioral
approaches to formation control design controllers to execute certain behaviors, that when
composed, result in coordinated motion; see [19] for an example. Finally, virtual structure
approaches to formation control consider the formation as a whole, designing controllers for
individual robots based on the desired motion of the structure; this approach is showcased
in [20]. Other geometric approaches include the use of Jacobi shape space, as in [21], [22],
and [23], which model formations as particles in a deformable body for which coordinate
motion controllers can be designed.
In contrast with the aforementioned approaches to formation control and irrespective
of the particular taxonomy introduced in [13] and used in [12], the following discussion
highlights works that rely fundamentally on the use of graphs to drive the investigation and
design of multi-robot formation controllers. As will be demonstrated by the literature in the
remainder of this chapter, graph theoretic approaches are of particular relevance because
they can be used to abstractly model the interactions between robots and because established
graph-theoretic tools can be brought to bear in the study of multi-robot formation control.
Recognizing the centrality of network topology and robot interactions, many works,
e.g., [24], [25], [26], etc., explore the dual issue of control design and determining what
information should be shared between robots in a team. Notable for the direct influence
of the graph topology and the admission of distributed implementations, the consensus
protocol, described extensively in the previously cited references and cohesively presented
in [27], serves as the foundation for many approaches to formation control, including
recent examples such as [28] and [29]. Evident in the techniques described in [30] and
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[27], approaches to multi-agent control benefit from the use of graphs to represent robot
interactions, enabling the union of graph and control theoretic techniques to achieve desired
collective behavior. As suggested by the surveys [11] and [12], characterization and control
of multi-robot formations, a subject which is intimately related to the purpose of this thesis
of exploring the interplay between network topology and the available interaction modalities,
squarely fits the archetype of using graphs to represent robot teams; e.g., [25][31][32][33].
The breadth of literature espousing the graph theoretic approach to formation control
demonstrates the relevance of these approaches to the exploration of the interplay between
network topology and interaction modalities. Having introduced a spectrum of such works,
the most relevant of the graph theoretic approaches to formation control, namely the topics
of infinitesimal rigidity and bearing-rigidity as they apply to multi-robot formations, can be
discussed to contextualize the results of this thesis with established results in the literature.
However, prior to the description of these important properties, the following subsection
explicitly defines graph and frameworks, the central objects used to abstractly represent
multi-robot formations.
2.1.1 Graphs and Frameworks
Here, a concise introduction of graphs and frameworks is presented to support the results of
this thesis; a thorough exposition of graph theoretic techniques is found in [34].
The graph G = (V , E) consists of the vertex-set V = {1, ..., n} and the edge-set E =
{(i, j)|i, j ∈ V , i 6= j}; let ε be the number of edges. The incidence matrix H ∈ Rε×n is
formed by: assuming an arbitrary orientation of the graph G; and then assigning 1 to the
element corresponding with ith edge in row i and the j th vertex in column j if j is the head
of edge i, -1 if j is the tail of edge i, and 0 otherwise. The graph Laplacian L ∈ Rn×n
is given by L = H>H. Define Hd = H ⊗ Id, where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product,
and Ld = L ⊗ Id. Consider the incidence matrix of G, which has rank(H) = n − 1, and
ker(H) = span{1n}; thus, rank(Hd) = d(n− 1).
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An embedding of the graph G in Rd is denoted by G(x) = (G, x), where x =[
x>1 , x
>
2 , ..., x
>
n
]> ∈ Rdn is a vector of the d-dimensional positions of the vertices; G(x)
is conventionally referred to as a framework. The corresponding complete framework to
G(x) is Gκ(x) = (Gκ, x), where Gκ is the complete graph. Frameworks for which any of
the vertex positions are the same are referred to as degenerate frameworks. For frameworks
in which the positions of the vertices are functions of time, the framework is denoted
G(x(t)); the infinitesimal motion of G(x(t)) is ẋ(t) = [ẋ>1 (t), ẋ
>




tional clarity, time dependence of the vertex positions is omitted when the presentation is
unambiguous.
Restricting graphs and frameworks to the plane, the following definitions are particularly
relevant to the results presented in Chapter 5.
Definition 2.1 ([34, pg. 243]). A graph G is planar if it can be drawn in the plane so that its
edges intersect only at their ends. The planar embedding of the graph G is a plane graph.
In other words, plane graphs are frameworks G(x) in which the vertices are embedded
in the plane, i.e. x ∈ R2n, and the graph G is planar.
Definition 2.2 ([34, pg. 249]). The faces of a plane graph are the arc-wise connected open
sets partitioned by the embedding of the edges and vertices.
The outer face of a plane graph is the only unbounded face of the plane graph; all other
faces are inner faces. The boundary of a face is the boundary of the associated open set, and
faces are adjacent if their boundaries share an edge. The degree of a face is the number of
adjacent faces.
Definition 2.3 ([34, pg. 258]). An outerplane graph is a plane graph for which all vertices
lie on the boundary of the outer face.
The adjacency of the faces of a plane graph are described by the weak dual graph,
defined as follows.
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Definition 2.4 ([35]). The weak dual graph of a plane graph is the geometric dual graph, in
which vertices correspond to faces of the plane graph and edges correspond to adjacency of
the faces, less the vertex corresponding to the outer face.
The results of Chapter 5, particularly the method used to assemble maximally outerplane
graphs, rely on the use of graph grammars. Following the conventions in [36] and [37], a
labeled graph is denoted g = (G, ν, ξ), where ν is the set of vertex labels, and ξ is the set of
edge labels. A graph grammar Φ consists of rules, ordered pairs of labeled graphs of the
form r = (gl, gr); applying r transforms gl to gr. With an initial labeled graph g0, Φ defines
a non-deterministic dynamical system (g0,Φ). The trajectory of (g0,Φ) is the sequence of
graphs attained by applying Φ, denoted τ = {gk}∞k=0.
2.2 Framework Properties
In this section, the fundamental framework properties of infinitesimal rigidity and bearing-
rigidity are introduced. These framework properties, and the methods by which given
frameworks are assessed for them, serve as a critical component in the foundation of this
thesis because they inform the approach taken in the development of infinitesimal shape-
similarity in Chapter 3. Furthermore, taken together with infinitesimal shape-similarity,
infinitesimal rigidity and bearing-rigidity address one of the fundamental investigations of
this thesis, namely the types of formations that can be achieved and the available motions
of those formations under a given interaction modality. Infinitesimal rigidity, as the name
suggests, is based on the maintenance of inter-robot distances, and so requires that these
quantities be measured, while infinitesimal bearing-rigidity is based on maintenance of
inter-robot bearings. The following subsections detail the principle tools and results of each




Figure 2.1: For multi-robot formations in which the distances between robots, pictured above as the norm of
the difference of robot positions ‖xi − xk‖, are maintained, infinitesimal rigidity indicates invariance of the
formation to infinitesimal translation and rotation.
2.2.1 Infinitesimal Rigidity
When edges in a framework represent distances sensed between robots, as depicted in
Figure 2.1, then the results of graph rigidity can be applied to multi-robot formations; this
statement summarizes the relevance of graph rigidity to this thesis. The study of rigidity
has a rich history, summarized in the first chapter of [38], and the development of many
controllers for rigid formations draws from the results of [39], [40], [41], [42], and [43] on
the rigidity of graphs. Motivated in a few words, rigidity is property of graphs for which
almost all embeddings of the graph in Rn can be treated as rigid bodies by maintenance of
the distances between the vertices [41].
Of particular relevance to formation control is the concept of infinitesimal rigidity
presented in [42], which is a property of frameworks for which maintaining certain distances
ensures invariance to translation and rotation. As discussed in works such as [44], questions
of what distances need be specified to achieve a unique realization of the framework are
related intimately to infinitesimal rigidity, but more importantly for this thesis, the property
of infinitesimal rigidity gives conditions on the network topology for when the available
motions of the framework are restricted to rigid body motions. To introduce infinitesimal
rigidity in the parlance of this thesis, the following definition of infinitesimal rigidity is
provided.
Definition 2.5. A framework G(x) is infinitesimally rigid if the only distance preserving
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motions are infinitesimal translations and rotations of the framework.





‖xi − xj‖2 = (xi − xj)>(ẋi − ẋj) = 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ E ; (2.1)





‖xi − xj‖2 = (xi − xj)>(ẋi − ẋj) = 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ V × V , (2.2)
then the framework is infinitesimally rigid.
For assessing frameworks for infinitesimal rigidity, the condition in (2.1) can be written
in matrix form. For a pair of vertices xi and xk, let zik = xi − xk. For a framework
G(x), let zb, for b = 1, . . . , ε, be the vectors associated with each edge in G under arbitrary
orientation; denote by diag(zb) ∈ Rdε×ε the matrix formed by arranging each vector zb




[‖z1‖2, . . . , ‖zε‖2]>.




= diag(z>b )Hd. (2.3)
Connecting the rigidity matrix to the condition in (2.2), a framework is infinitesimally rigid
if the only ẋ ∈ ker(RD(x)) correspond with infinitesimal translations and rotations of the
framework.
Having introduced fD(x) and developed the rigidity matrix RD(x), the definition of
infinitesimal rigidity given in [42] can now be presented using the notation of this thesis:
Definition 2.6 ([42]). Let fD,κ(x) be the distance constraint function of Gκ(x), let p =
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(d− p)(d− p− 1) dimensional smooth manifold f−1D,κ(fD,κ(x)). G(x)
is infinitesimally rigid in Rd if T (x) = ker(RD(x)).
Despite the apparent difference in the language, Def. 2.5 and Def. 2.6 are equivalent
definitions of infinitesimal rigidity. Information on affine spaces is found in Appendix A.
Explicit use of the definition of infinitesimal shape-similarity is cumbersome to apply
when determining whether a given framework has this property, so a rank condition on the
rigidity matrix is used by [42] to assess frameworks for infinitesimal rigidity. The rank
condition was presented in-text in [42], but is included here as a theorem for emphasis.
Theorem 2.1 ([41]). Let p = dim(aff{x}) be the dimension of the affine hull of x. A
framework G(x) is infinitesimally rigid if and only if the rank of the rigidity matrix is given
by
rank(RD(x)) = nd− d−
1
2
(d(d− 1)− (d− p)(d− p− 1)) .
Intuition behind this rank condition is drawn from the fact that a rigid body has d degrees










degrees of freedom due to rotation. The rank
condition on the rigidity matrix allows for the quick assessment of a given framework for
infinitesimal rigidity. When considering formations as in Chapter 3, for which the angles
between vertices are maintained, inspiration from graph rigidity drives the development of
infinitesimal shape-similarity and a rank condition on the shape-similarity matrix.
The study of graph rigidity, and that of infinitesimal rigidity in particular, has been
leveraged extensively in formation control to reason about teams of robots capable of
measuring inter-robot distances; for example, the authors of [45] describe an architecture
in which graph theoretic techniques and rigidity can be applied to formation control of
distance-measuring robots to achieve such tasks as merging and splitting. Here, a non-
exclusive discussion of some specific works is included to highlight problems that have been
addressed using rigidity-based methods for formation control.
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Design of rigid frameworks, merging and splitting of formations, formation stabilization,
and rigidity maintenance are among the many tasks considered in the application of graph
rigidity to formation control. In particular, [46] considers the issue of determining which
edges to include in the framework, an important issue when designing the structure of a
formation for a particular task, assuming that robots are equipped with line-of-sight sensors
capable of determining the relative positions of robots in formations; the authors propose
Delaunay triangulations as an alternative to the Henneberg construction [47] for generating
generically isostatic (i.e. generically minimally rigid) graphs. The choice of which edges to
include in the framework is important not only for achieving rigidity of the underlying graph,
but also in asymptotically stabilizing the robots to desired formations [32][48]; in [49] and
[50], connections between formation stabilization and rigidity are explored. Similarly, [14]
is concerned with formation stabilization, proving necessary and sufficient conditions on
formation stabilization under a particular leader-follower architecture for formation control.
In addition to formation stabilization, other works have designed strategies for rigidity
maintenance [51] [52], allowing the topology of the underlying interaction graph to change
as the formation moves.
2.2.2 Infinitesimal Bearing-Rigidity
As graph rigidity applies to formations of robots capable of measuring distances, infinites-
imal bearing-rigidity, and in Chapter 3, infinitesimal shape-similarity, are motivated by
considering teams of robots equipped with bearing-only sensors, which yield direction but
not distance information as indicated in Figure 2.2.
Bearing-only approaches to formation control have recently received significant interest,
resulting in a number of formation controllers designed around the limited sensing capabili-
ties of the robots; e.g., [53], [54], [55], etc.. Infinitesimal bearing-rigidity, detailed in [56],
[57], and [58], is a property of frameworks for inter-vertex bearing maintenance results in




Figure 2.2: For multi-robot formations in which the bearings between robots, pictured above as the red
unit vector xi−xk‖xi−xk‖ , are maintained, infinitesimal bearing-rigidity indicates invariance of the formation to
infinitesimal translation and uniform scaling.
Definition 2.7 ([57, Defintion 5]). A framework is infinitesimally bearing-rigid if all the
infinitesimal bearing motions are trivial.





For a framework G(x), let ẑb, for b = 1, . . . , ε, be the bearings associated with each edge
in G under arbitrary orientation, and denote by vec(ẑb) ∈ Rdε the concatenation of these
bearings. Define the bearing-constraint function fB : Rdn → Rdε to be
fB(x) = [ẑ
>




















is the orthogonal projection matrix with respect to zb.
Referring to Def. 2.7, ẋ is a infinitesimal bearing motion if ẋ ∈ ker(RB(x)), and such
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motions are trivial if they correspond with translations or uniform scalings of the framework.
As with infinitesimal rigidity, the following rank condition on the bearing-rigidity matrix
allows for arbitrary frameworks to be assessed for this property.
Theorem 2.2 ([57, Theorem 4]). For a framework G(x) in Rd, G(x) is infinitesimally
bearing-rigid if and only if
rank(RB(x)) = nd− d− 1.
The intuition behind this rank condition on the bearing-rigidity matrix is drawn from the
fact that there are d degrees of freedom due to translations and one degree of freedom due to
uniform scaling.
Infinitesimal bearing-rigidity has received interest for its application to multi-robot
formations; e.g., [56][57][58][59][60]. Contrasting with rigid frameworks, where edges
correspond with distances between robots, for bearing-rigid frameworks, edges represent
inter-robot bearings, a sensing modality in which an angle between robots is measured
relative to a reference frame. Resulting from this difference, infinitesimally bearing-rigid
frameworks are invariant to translation and uniform scaling if certain inter-robot bearings
are maintained, further highlighting the coupling between network topology and robot
capabilities. Examples of bearing-rigidity-based formation-control strategies include [57],
[61], [62], [63], and [64].
2.3 Controller Synthesis
The formation-control strategies for infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks in Chapter 4,
and the strategies for controlling frameworks relying on heterogeneous interaction modalities
in Chapter 7, feature the use of a particular optimization-based approach to synthesis of
formation controllers. Various approaches to synthesis of controllers for multi-agent systems,
such as [65] and [66], are represented in the literature. So too are examples of optimization-
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based approaches to formation control, including approaches based on the Linear Quadratic
Regulator (LQR) and Model Predictive Control (MPC); e.g., [67], [68], [69], [70], etc..
The decision to apply controller synthesis to formation control of infinitesimally shape-
similar frameworks is motivated by observation of the formation controllers surveyed in [11]
and [12]. Sampled approaches referenced by these surveys address formation stabilization,
in which the origin of an error system characterizing the difference between desired and
current functions of the relative robot states is made stable, while the formation moves (e.g.,
[14], [32], [71], etc.). Recognizing that formation stabilization is a constraint on the motion
of the formation, controller synthesis can be used to arbitrate between potentially competing,
high-level, user-designated objectives and the low-level constraint that the formation should
be maintained. With this regard, this thesis applies controller synthesis to formation control.
Though not in the context of formation control, the particular optimization-based ap-
proach to controller synthesis used in this thesis has recently been demonstrated as an
effective means of constraint satisfaction for robotic systems [72][73][74][75][76]. The
referenced approaches to controller synthesis solve a Quadratic Program (QP) in which
constraints on the solution are encoded through inequality constraints derived from Control
Lyapunov Functions (CLFs) or Control Barrier Functions (CBFs).
Precisely, the controller-synthesis approach to formation control presented in this the-















where ρ, η ∈ R+. In the QP of (2.5), unom is the nominal controller for the framework;
the first inequality in (2.5) ensures that the Lyapunov function V (x) is a CLF, and the
second inequality ensures that h(x) is a CBF. In this thesis, the CLF constraint will be
used to achieve formation stabilization, while the CBF constraint will be used to achieve
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collision avoidance; the nominal controller will be used to direct the motion of the formation
according to a higher-level objective.
The benefits of this approach to controller synthesis are well documented in the refer-
enced works, but in brief summary: QPs can be solved efficiently, supporting their use in
real-time robotics applications; and CLFs and CBFs are implicit methods, which respec-
tively guarantee stability or set invariance without requiring explicit knowledge of the state
trajectory. The benefits of this approach to controller synthesis apply in the context of
formation control; furthermore, this approach provides a structured way of incorporating
user-designated objectives for the multi-robot formation.
2.4 The Robotarium
The Robotarium, a remotely-accessible swarm-robotics testbed at Georgia Tech [5], is
described to support the clear demonstration of the formation-control algorithms of this
thesis. The Robotarium is populated by small differential-drive robots, which drive on a flat
surface, where demonstrations and experiments are performed. The positions of the robots
are tracked using reflective IR markers by motion capture cameras arrayed above the testbed
surface. A projector and webcam are mounted directly above the testbed surface, allowing
information, such as adjacency information or virtual obstacles, to be visualized in real-time.
The robots are not equipped with physical sensors and communicate only with a central
server, which executes user-submitted MATLAB or Python code to control the robots; as
such, communication and sensing constraints are enforced virtually and totally according to
the user-submitted code.
In this thesis, formation controllers are designed to drive the motion of the positions
of vertices in a framework rather than the positions of robots; as such, the controllers
presented in this work are designed under the assumption that robots in formation have
single-integrator dynamics of the form ẋi = ui, i.e., that the velocities of the robots can
be specified directly, whereas the differential-drive robots are modelled as unicycles. To
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Figure 2.3: The differential-drive robots of the Robotarium are modelled by the unicycle model; by controlling
the velocity of the point p a short distance l ahead of the position [y1,i, y2,i]>, orthogonal to the wheel axis,
the differential-drive robots can execute controllers designed for single-integrators.
address this discrepancy, a mapping from single-integrator to unicycle dynamics is used.














where, [y1,i, y2,i]> is the position of robot i, φi is its heading, and its control inputs are vi,
the translational velocity, and ωi, the rotational velocity.
Consider a point pi = [p1,i, p2,i]>, with velocities ṗi, a short distance l ahead of the robot
as shown in Figure 2.3. The following near-identity diffeomorphism, as in [77], maps from









Setting pi = xi and ṗi = ui, the mapping in (2.6) allows the differential-drive robots to
execute formation controllers designed for single-integrators.
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CHAPTER 3
ANGLE CONSTRAINED FORMATIONS AND INFINITESIMAL
SHAPE-SIMILARITY
With respect to the overarching objective of exploring the interplay between network
topology and the interaction modalities available in a multi-robot team, this chapter focusses
on determining the types of formations that can be achieved and the motions available
when robots in formation are restricted to bearing-only sensors that are used to measure and
maintain the relative angles between robots in formation. Specifically, this chapter examines
frameworks with a particular property, infinitesimal shape-similarity, which characterizes the
types of formations that can be achieved by maintaining the relative angles between robots.
Infinitesimal shape-similarity, and the tools described in this chapter to assess arbitrary
frameworks for this property, were first introduced in [6] and [7], and were refined in [8].
This chapter is structured in the following way. Beginning in Chapter 3.1, infinitesimal
shape-similarity is defined. In Chapter 3.2, the shape-similarity matrix, the primary tool
for characterizing frameworks for infinitesimal shape-similarity, is developed. Chapter 3.3
examines the nullspace of the shape-similarity matrix, yielding a rank condition on the
shape-similarity matrix for assessing frameworks for infinitesimal shape-similarity. Finally,
the conclusions of this section as they pertain to the objective of this thesis are provided in
Chapter 3.4.
3.1 Infinitesimal Shape-Similarity
Here, infinitesimal shape-similarity, a framework property, is defined. Consider a framework
G(x) with vertex positions x = [x>1 , x
>
2 , . . . , x
>
n ]
> ∈ Rdn, and denote by ΘS the angle-




Figure 3.1: Inter-robot bearings capture direction relative to a coordinate frame and are represented as unit
vectors. Pairs of bearings define angles independently of a coordinate frame; infinitesimal shape-similarity
characterizes frameworks for which these angles are maintained.
framework; i.e., ΘS = {(i, k, j)|(i, k), (j, k) ∈ E , i 6= j}. For G(x), let
θ(x) = [. . . , θikj, . . .]
> ∀(i, k, j) ∈ ΘS
be the vector of angles formed between three distinct, connected vertices, where the angle









Having introduced the angles of G(x) according to (3.1), consider infinitesimal motions of
the framework under which these angles remain constant.
Definition 3.1. Infinitesimal motions ẋ of the frameworkG(x) are angle-consistent motions1
if d
dt
θ(x(t)) = 0 ∀t ≥ 0; the trajectory {x(t)} of the framework G(x) is angle-consistent if
ẋ is angle-consistent.
Of particular interest are angle-consistent infinitesimal motions that preserve the shape of
G(x), where the shape2 refers to the initial angles of the corresponding complete framework
Gκ(x(0)). Geometric intuition and parallels with rigidity and bearing-rigidity correctly
1Angle-consistency was stated in [6], defined in [7], and is clarified here.
2This notion of shape was used in [6] and is explicitly stated here using the notation of this work for
cohesiveness and clarity.
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Figure 3.2: The left framework is infinitesimally shape-similar. In contrast, the right frameworks are not
infinitesimally shape-similar because, due to network topology and pathological configuration, angle-consistent
motion along the dotted lines is not a translation, rotation, or uniform scaling.
suggest that the shape of the framework will be maintained by only applying infinitesimal
translations, rotations, and uniform scalings to the framework; however, depending on the
underlying graph topology, there may exist angle-consistent motions of G(x) that do not
preserve its shape—infinitesimal shape-similarity captures this notion.
Definition 3.2. The frameworkG(x(t)) is infinitesimally shape-similar3 if all angle-consistent
trajectories only result in translations, rotations, and uniform scalings of G(x(0)).
Infinitesimal shape-similarity as defined in Def. 3.2 requires that all angle-consistent
motions of the framework be shape-preserving, which is a property that depends on the
underlying graph topology and does not hold for frameworks at large; for example, consider
the frameworks of Figure 3.2. Furthermore, in order for frameworks to be infinitesimally
shape-similar, the angles between vertices in the framework must be defined; thus, the
frameworks under consideration must have at least three vertices and not be degenerate.
The following sections develop analytical tools to determine whether a given framework
is infinitesimally shape-similar, but before proceeding, reference to recent and related
constructions should be made. Related to infinitesimal shape-similarity, infinitesimal angle-
rigidity is described in [78]; the definition of infinitesimal angle-rigidity amounts to the
definition of infinitesimal shape-similarity when restricted to the plane. The approach taken
in [78] follows that of [42], and the results are compared against [57]. While the work
3Infinitesimal shape-similarity was originally defined in [6] with reference to the shape of the framework;
here, the definition is clarified to include reference to the initial conditions G(x(0)).
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of [78] is related to this thesis, there are many substantive differences between them in
terms of the approaches taken and results achieved, for example, the use of an index set of
angles rather than the set of all angles of the formation as used in this thesis; as such, [78] is
complementary.
3.2 The Shape-Similarity Matrix
This section develops the shape-similarity matrix, the primary tool for investigating the
infinitesimal shape-similarity of a given framework. To begin, consider angle-consistent
motions of G(x). Rather than considering the time derivatives of these angles directly as in
[6] and [7], the time derivatives of the cosines of these angles are shown to be zero along
angle-consistent trajectories of G(x).
Proposition 3.1. For angles θikj as described in (3.1), θ̇ikj = 0 if and only if ddt cos(θikj) =
0.
Proof. Suppose θ̇ikj = 0; then,
d
dt
cos(θikj) = − sin(θikj)θ̇ikj = 0. (3.2)
Now, suppose d
dt
cos(θikj) = 0; this implies that cos(θikj) = c1, where c1 ∈ [−1, 1] is a
constant. Thus, θikj = cos−1(c1) = c2, where c2 ∈ [0, π] is a constant, so θ̇ikj = 0.
The structure of the shape-similarity matrix is revealed by examining the time derivative














Because it depends only on xi, xj, and xk, the partial derivatives of cos(θikj) with respect to
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Now, define the angle-constraint function fS : Rnd → [−1, 1]m, where
fS(x) = cos(θ(x)) = [. . . , cos(θikj), . . .]
> ∀(i, k, j) ∈ ΘS
is the vector of the element-wise cosines of θ(x). Repeating the differentiation in (3.3) for
all m angles in θ(x) specifying the framework of n vertices, (3.3) takes the form:
d
dt
fS(x) = Γ(x)RS(x)ẋ = 0, (3.4)
where RS(x) ∈ Rm×dn is the shape-similarity matrix, and Γ(x) = diag(. . . , γikj, . . .) ∈
Rm×m is a diagonal matrix of positive scalars associated with rows of RS(x).
Each row of the expression in (3.4) corresponds with an angle. The element mpq ∈ R1×d
of RS(x) corresponds to the component of the angle p contributed by vertex q; if vertex
q is not one of the three vertices defining the angle p, then mpq = 0. For example, the
shape-similarity matrix of the triangle between xi, xj , and xk shown in the leftmost and




























Referring to the frameworks depicted in Figure 3.2, the shape-similarity matrix of the
rightmost framework is a matrix of zeros because the vertices are all collinear, which
quantifies the description of this framework as not being infinitesimally shape-similar.
Along angle-consistent trajectories of G(x), the time derivatives of each θikj can be
















where λikj = −γikj/ sin(θikj). Repeated for m angles along angle-consistent trajectories,
θ̇ = Λ(x)RS(x)ẋ = 0, where Λ(x) = diag(. . . , λikj, . . .) ∈ Rm×m.
The expression in (3.6) was originally used in [6] to develop the shape-similarity matrix.
In this formulation, the behavior of θ̇ikj is unclear when θikj is zero or π because of the
division by sin(θikj), which results in an indeterminate form; in contrast, the formulation in
(3.3) does not suffer this limitation and enables the following observation.
Remark 3.1. Consider (3.3); when the angle θikj formed between the three vertices is zero
or π, d
dt
cos(θikj) = 0 regardless of ẋ. In effect, for certain configurations, all infinitesimal
motions of G(x) are angle-consistent, which is significant because a framework that is
infinitesimally shape-similar in one configuration may not be in another; such pathologies
are discussed in Chapter 3.3.
3.3 Assessing Frameworks for Infinitesimal Shape-Similarity
This section develops tools for assessing arbitrary frameworks for infinitesimal shape-
similarity; examination of the nullspace of the shape-similarity matrix is central in this
development. Consider the following theorem, which follows from the construction of the
shape-similarity matrix.
Theorem 3.1. Infinitesimal motions ẋ of the framework G(x) are angle-consistent if and
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only if ẋ ∈ ker(RS(x)).4
Proof. Suppose ẋ is an angle-consistent motion of G(x); by Def. 3.1, θ̇(x) = 0. By
Prop. 3.1 and the construction of RS(x), this implies that ddtfS(x) = Γ(x)RS(x)ẋ = 0, so
ẋ ∈ ker(RS(x)). Now, suppose that ẋ ∈ ker(RS(x)); ddtfS(x) = Γ(x)RS(x)ẋ = 0, so by
Prop. 3.1 and Def. 3.1, ẋ is an angle-consistent motion of G(x).
From Thm. 3.1, ker(RS(x)) characterizes the angle-consistent motions of G(x). By
Def. 3.2, G(x) is infinitesimally shape-similar if the only ẋ in ker(RS(x)) are infinitesimal
translations, rotations, and uniform scalings. The following presentation develops a basis
for ker(RS(x)) of infinitesimally shape-similar G(x). To facilitate this development, the
following preliminaries are introduced.
Definition 3.3. The points x = [x>1 , x>2 , . . . , x>n ]> ∈ Rdn are oriented if the last (d − p)
coordinates of each point are zero where p = dim(aff{x}); i.e. if
xi = [xi,1, . . . , xi,p, 0, . . . , 0]
> ∀i = 1, . . . , n.
A framework G(x) is oriented if the vertices x are oriented.
Now, a description of vectors corresponding with infinitesimal translations, rotations,
and uniform scaling is provided. Denote the standard basis vectors of Rd by eα ∈ Rd,





, skew symmetric matrices formed
by left and right multiplying the matrix S = [ 0 1−1 0 ] by distinct two-combinations of the








>| 1 ≤ i < d, i < j ≤ d
}
.
4A similar result appears in [6, Theorem 1]; Thm. 3.1 and its proof connect prior work to the redevelopment
of the shape-similarity matrix in Chapter 3.2.
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Define the vector space corresponding to infinitesimal translations of x to be
V t = span{(1n ⊗ e1, . . . ,1n ⊗ ed)};
the vector space corresponding to infinitesimal rotations of x to be
V r = span{(In ⊗ S1)x, . . . , (In ⊗ S 1
2
(d2−d))x};
and define the vector space corresponding to infinitesimal uniform scaling of x to be
V s = span{x}.
Lemma 3.1. Let x be oriented and p = dim(aff{x}) > 1; the nonzero vectors of span{V t, V r, V s}
are linearly independent.
Proof. Begin by considering the vectors 1n ⊗ eα ∈ V t, which are mutually orthogonal
because the standard basis vectors are mutually orthogonal; i.e.,
(1n ⊗ ei)>(1n ⊗ ej) = e>i (1>n ⊗ Id)(1n ⊗ Id)ej = 0.
Now consider linear independence of the vectors 1n ⊗ eα ∈ V t and x = V s. Suppose
that x is linearly dependent of the vectors in 1n⊗eα, α = 1, . . . , d, then there exist nontrivial




ζα(1n ⊗ eα). (3.7)
Because of the sparse structure of 1n ⊗ eα, which can affect only the α-coordinate of each
vertex, (3.7) would require that all x1 = x2 = . . . = xn and result in dim(aff{x}) = 0,
contradicting the assumption that dim(aff{x}) > 1; thus, the vectors of V t are linearly
independent of V s.
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To show linear independence of V s and the vectors (In ⊗ Sβ)x ∈ V r, note that the
matrix In ⊗ Sβ is skew symmetric, so x>(In ⊗ Sβ)x = 0, and x is linearly independent of






Linear independence of the vectors (In ⊗ Sβ)x ∈ V r requires examination of the effect
of multiplying x by In⊗Sβ; to do this, multiply xi by Sβ. Such multiplication swaps two of
the coordinates of xi, negates one of them, and sets the rest to zero. For example, consider

















The Kronecker product repeats this effect for each vertex position in x. Because x is oriented,














; linear independence of these
nonzero vectors is examined.






dependent of the rest; let q be the number of linearly independent vectors, and without
loss of generality, order them such that the vectors (In ⊗ Sβ)x, β = 1, . . . , q, are linearly
independent. There must exist nontrival ζβ ∈ R, β = 1, . . . , q, such that each linearly
dependent vector, e.g., (In ⊗ Sq+1)x, can be written as
(In ⊗ Sq+1)x =
q∑
β=1
ζβ(In ⊗ Sβ)x. (3.8)
From the sparse structure of In ⊗ Sβ, no values of ζβ for β = 1, . . . , q can satisfy (3.8), and
the expression in (3.8) holds only for x1 = x2 = . . . = xn, which contradicts the assumption








Finally, consider linear independence of the vectors 1n ⊗ eα ∈ V t, and the nonzero
vectors of (In ⊗ Sβ)x ∈ V r. Choose an arbitrary (In ⊗ Sβ)x and suppose that it is linearly
dependent of 1n ⊗ eα, α = 1, . . . , d, then there exists nontrivial ζα such that
(In ⊗ Sβ)x =
d∑
α=1
ζα(In ⊗ eα). (3.9)
Because of the sparse structure of In ⊗ eα, which affects only the α-coordinates of all of
the vertices, (3.9) implies that x1 = x2 = . . . = xn, contradicting the assumption that







The following theorem can now be stated.
Theorem 3.2. Let G(x) be an oriented framework and p = dim(aff{x}) > 1. G(x) is
infinitesimally shape-similar if and only if a basis for ker(RS(x)) is given by the nonzero
vectors of span{V t, V r, V s}.
Proof. To prove Thm. 3.2, it is first shown that span{V t, V r, V s} ⊆ ker(RS(x)); the proof
then follows from Def. 3.2 and Thm. 3.1.
Showing that span{V t, V r, V s} ⊆ ker(RS(x)) is done by demonstrating that arbitrary
vectors of V t, V r, and V s lie in the nullspace of the shape-similarity matrix of G(x), which
is done by examining an arbitrary row of RS(x) as in (3.3).5 An arbitrary row of RS(x) as











thus, (1 ⊗ eα) ∈ ker(RS(x))∀α = 1, . . . , d. Multiplying an arbitrary row of RS(x) by x
5Though without requiring G(x) to be oriented, the basis vectors of Thm. 3.2 were shown in [7] to lie in







thus, x ∈ ker(RS(x)). Finally, multiplying an arbitrary row of RS(x) by an arbitrary vector














which follows from the skew symmetric property of Sβ; thus, (In⊗Sβ)x ∈ ker(RS(x))∀ β =






By Lem. 3.1, the V t, V s, and the nonzero vectors of V r are linearly independent and
form the basis for the space of infinitesimal translations, rotations, and uniform scaling
of G(x). Dy Def. 3.2, if G(x) is infinitesimally shape-similar, then by Thm. 3.1, the only
vectors in ker(RS(x)) result in infinitesimal translations, rotations, and uniform scalings, so
the nonzero vectors of span{V t, V r, V s} form a basis for ker(RS(x)). The converse follows
from Thm. 3.1; vectors in ker(RS(x)) are angle-consistent motions of the framework. If
the nonzero vectors of span{V t, V r, V s} form a basis for ker(RS(x)), then the only angle-
consistent motions of G(x) are infinitesimal translation, rotation, and uniform scaling, so
G(x) is infinitesimally shape-similar by Def. 3.2.
Having found a basis for the nullspace of the shape-similarity matrix of oriented frame-
works, the following statements complete the analysis by proving the existence of isometries
that orient the positions of the vertices for arbitrary frameworks and proving that the
nullspace of the shape-similarity matrix is invariant to such transformations.
Proposition 3.2. Let x = [x>1 , x>2 , . . . , x>n ]> ∈ Rdn with p = dim(aff{x}). There exists an
isometry T : Rd → Rd such that x̄ = [T (x1)>, T (x2)>, . . . , T (xn)>]> is oriented.
Proof. By construction, p = dim(aff{x}) = dim(aff{x̄}). By definition and Lem. A.1,
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there exists an isometric transformation T such that aff{x̄} = T (aff{x}), which satisfies
x̄ = [T (x1)
>, T (x2)
>, . . . , T (xn)
>]>.
Lemma 3.2. The nullspace of the shape-similarity matrix is invariant to isometric transfor-
mations.
Proof. Let T : Rd → Rd be an isometric transformation; thus, for a point xi ∈ Rd, T (xi) =
Mxi+ c, where c ∈ Rd is a translation and M ∈ Rd×d is an orthogonal matrix. Consider the
cosine of an arbitrary angle in a framework G(x) formed between the transformed vertices
T (xi), T (xk), and T (xj) as in (3.1), and verify that it is invariant under the isometry
cos(θikj) =
(T (xi)− T (xk))> (T (xj)− T (xk))
‖T (xi)− T (xk)‖‖T (xj)− T (xk)‖
=
(xi − xk)>M>M (xj − xk)
‖Mxi −Mxk‖‖Mxj −Mxk‖
=
(xi − xk)> (xj − xk)
‖xi − xk‖‖xj − xk‖
.
Thus, the time derivative d
dt
cos(θikj) is invariant under the isometric transformation, so the
shape-similarity matrix and its nullspace are invariant to isometric transformations.
Prop. 3.2 and Lem. 3.2 support the following corollary.
Corollary 3.2.1. Let G(x) be a framework where p = dim(aff{x}) > 1, and denote the
corresponding oriented framework by G(x̄). The basis vectors in Thm. 3.2 for ker(RS(x̄))
are basis vectors for ker(RS(x)).
Proof. By Prop. 3.2, there exists an isometric transformation between x and x̄, and by
Lem. 3.2, ker(RS(x)) = ker(RS(x̄)) and, thus, share the basis vectors of Thm. 3.2.
Having examined the nullspace of the shape-similarity matrix in Thm. 3.2 and Cor. 3.2.1,
a rank condition for evaluating frameworks for infinitesimal shape-similarity is presented.
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Theorem 3.3. The framework G(x), with p = dim(aff{x}), is infinitesimally shape-similar




p(p+ 1)− d(p+ 1)− 1. (3.10)
Proof. The necessary and sufficient condition of Thm. 3.3 is proved for three cases of the
dimension of the affine hull of the vertices of the framework. First, let G(x) be a framework
with p = 0. Such a framework is degenerate; it is not infinitesimally shape-similar, and
the shape-similarity matrix, and thus the rank of the shape-similarity matrix, is undefined
and does not satisfy (3.10). Now, let G(x) be a framework with p = 1; the corresponding
shape-similarity matrix is a matrix of zeros. By Thm. 3.1, all infinitesimal motions of the
framework are angle-consistent, so G(x) is not infinitesimally shape-similar; furthermore,
rank(RS(x)) = 0 and does not satisfy (3.10).
Finally, consider frameworksG(x) with p > 1. The nullity of the shape-similarity matrix
is the number of basis vectors for ker(RS(x)). Thm. 3.2 and Cor. 3.2.1 present such a basis,




p(p+ 1) + d(p+ 1) + 1,
where from the proof of Thm. 3.2, and the extension to unoriented frameworks in Cor. 3.2.1,










basis vectors for rotations. The rank condition in (3.10) follows from the necessary and
sufficient condition on the nullity of the shape-similarity matrix in Thm. 3.2.
The following corollary6 to Thm. 3.3 is presented for frameworks whose affine hull has
sufficient dimension.
6In contrast with the rank condition of [7, Theorem 3], the dependence of the rank condition in Cor. 3.3.1
on the dimension of the affine hull of the vertices is explicit.
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Corollary 3.3.1. Let G(x) be a framework with
p = dim(aff{x}) = max
x∈Rdn
[dim(aff{x})] .





d(d+ 1)− 1, n ≥ d
1
2
(n− 2)(n+ 1), n < d
.
Proof. Let p = maxx∈Rdn dim(aff{x}); the rank condition in (3.10) can be conditioned on
the relative values of n and d. First, suppose n > d; p = maxx∈Rdn [dim(aff{x})] = d [79,
Corollary 1.3.4, pg. 12], for which (3.10) reduces to rank(RS(x)) = dn− 12d(d+ 1)− 1.
Similarly, for n = d, p = maxx∈Rdn [dim(aff{x})] = d−1, and the rank condition reduces to
rank(RS(x)) = dn− 12d(d+1)−1. Finally, for n < d, p = maxx∈Rdn [dim(aff{x})] = n−1,
in which case, rank(RS(x)) = 12(n− 2)(n+ 1).
As suggested in Rem. 3.1, the particular embedding of x has a fundamental effect on the
infinitesimal shape-similarity of G(x); the following definition characterizes frameworks
for which the rank of the shape-similarity matrix does not attain its maximum over all
embeddings.





7In [7], the term pathological was used to describe frameworks which were degenerate or for which
any vertices were collinear; Def. 3.4 better captures those frameworks that do not achieve infinitesimal
shape-similarity due to the particular configuration of the vertices.
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Theorem 3.4. If G(x) is a pathological framework, then it is not infinitesimally shape-
similar.




Let p = dim(aff{x}); for any G(x),
max
x∈Rdn
[rank(RS(x))] ≤ dn+ p(p+ 1)/2− d(p+ 1)− 1,
with equality if and only if G(x) is infinitesimally shape-similar by Thm. 3.3. Because
rank(RS(x)) < dn+ p(p+ 1)/2− d(p+ 1)− 1,
G(x) is not infinitesimally shape-similar.
Remark 3.2. Assessing frameworks G(x) for infinitesimal shape-similarity highlights the
importance of both the network topology described by G and the embedding x. Notably, the
topology qualifies G(x) for infinitesimal shape-similarity, and the embedding determines
whether G(x) is infinitesimally shape-similar. Relating Thm. 3.3 and Thm. 3.4, pathological
frameworks with insufficient affine hull dimension do not satisfy the rank condition; for ex-
ample, a fully connected framework of four vertices in R5 having dim(aff{x}) = 2 is patho-
logical with rank(RS(x)) = 4, but is infinitesimally shape-similar with rank(RS(x)) = 5
when embedded such that dim(aff{x}) = 3. Remarkably, in R2 and R3, the spaces of most
interest for multi-robot teams, the rank condition of Cor. 3.3.1 always evaluates to the first
case, and such frameworks are pathological only if the vertices are collinear.
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3.4 Summary of Conclusions
This chapter has considered formations of robots equipped with bearing-only sensors, which
could be used in practice to measure the relative angles formed between neighboring robots
in the formation. Within this initialism, the framework property of infinitesimal shape-
similarity was developed to characterize the types of formations that can be achieved by,
and the available motions to, formations in which these relative angles are maintained. With
respect to the primary objective of this thesis, which is the exploration of the interplay
between network topology and the interaction modalities of a networked team, the following
conclusions from the investigation presented in this chapter can be drawn.
Foremost among these conclusions is the fact that the particular sensing modalities that
specify the formation, bearing-only sensors in the case of this chapter, induce a network topol-
ogy that underlies the formation. From the development of infinitesimal shape-similarity, it
is clear that not only is it important to understand the information passed between robots,
but also the robots with which this information is shared; furthermore, the embedding of
the robots in space fundamentally affects the constitution of the framework. In short, as for
the types of formations that can be achieved by maintaining angles, it matters: what infor-
mation is available, the network induced by the sharing of this information, and where the
robots are positioned. This conclusion is substantiated by the tools developed to understand
infinitesimal shape-similarity, namely the shape-similarity matrix and its rank condition,
which explicitly express the coupling of network topology and the embedding of the robots.
Along with the significance of the network and its embedding are the particular motions
available to formations in which the robots maintain the relative angles between themselves
and their neighbors. Infinitesimal shape-similarity explicitly characterizes frameworks
in which maintaining these angles results in invariance of those angles to translation,
rotation, and uniform scaling. As with the previous conclusion, the network topology and
the embedding are tightly coupled. For example, pathological frameworks may have the
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correct network topology, but still do not achieve infinitesimal shape-similarity. The fact
that infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks are invariant to the union of those motions
available to infinitesimally rigid and bearing-rigid frameworks is significant, and, as such, is
the subject of Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 4
CONTROL OF SHAPE-SIMILAR FORMATIONS
In this chapter, the interplay between network topology and the interaction modalities of
networked teams of robots is explored through the design of formation controllers for multi-
robot teams described by infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks. In particular, this section
explicitly utilizes the tools of infinitesimal shape-similarity developed in Chapter 3, namely
the shape-similarity matrix, to achieve control of formations specified by the relative angles
between robots. Two approaches to formation control are presented in this section: one
exclusively designed to stabilize the formation, and another that uses controller synthesis to
incorporate high-level objectives in addition to formation stabilization. Through the design
of these formation controllers, the sensing and communication modalities of the multi-robot
team are considered, and the design process is used to highlight the need for heterogeneous
interaction modalities in formation control. The contents are drawn from [9], but have been
adjusted to account for the formulation of shape-similarity presented in Chapter 3.
This chapter is organized in the following way. First, Chapter 4.1 describes the frame-
works for which the controllers of this chapter are designed. The approaches to formation
control are presented in Chapter 4.2. The formation stabilization controller is presented in
Chapter 4.2.1; this controller is used as the foundation for the controller-synthesis approach
presented in Chapter 4.2.2. In Chapter 4.3, the implications of the designed formation con-
trollers on the sensing and communication modalities of the multi-robot team are discussed.
Chapter 4.4 demonstrates the controller-synthesis approach to formation control on a team
of differential-drive robots in the Robotarium. Finally, a summary of the conclusions of this
chapter as they pertain to the subject of this thesis is presented in Chapter 4.5.
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4.1 Frameworks of Interest
This section characterizes the frameworks for which the formation controllers of this chapter
are designed. For the remainder of Chapter 4, the dynamics of the vertices are modelled
as single integrators such that ẋ = u. Frameworks G(x) are assumed to be infinites-
imally shape-similar as in Def. 3.2. As such, the shape-similarity matrices RS(x) of
these frameworks satisfy the rank condition of Thm. 3.3, indicating that there are exactly
qS = rank(RS(x)) ≤ m linearly independent rows of the shape-similarity matrix. Because
G(x) is infinitesimally shape-similar, maintaining the qS independent angles which corre-
spond with these linearly independent rows ensures that θ(x) is invariant for angle-consistent
ẋ. Thus, define the independent angle set Θ̂ to be the set of qS distinct triads of connected
vertices corresponding with the linearly independent rows of RS(x). Similarly, define the
independent angle vector to be θ̂ : Rnd → [0, π]qS such that θ̂(x) is the vector of independent
angles; the corresponding independent angle-constraint function is f̂S : Rnd → [−1, 1]qS ,
for which f̂S(x) = cos(θ̂(x)) is the element-wise cosine of the independent angle vector.
The time derivative of the independent angle-constraint function is d
dt
f̂S(x) = Γ̂S(x)R̂S(x)u
following the development of infinitesimal shape-similarity in Chapter 3.
In terms of the cosines of the independent angles, the desired configuration of the vertices
is given by f ∗S ∈ [−1, 1]qS , where this vector is assumed to be geometrically viable (e.g.,
a triangular framework should not have f ∗S corresponding with three angles whose sum
exceeds π). With this construction, the error between the current and desired angles is
eS(x) = [eS,1(x), . . . , eS,qS(x)]
> = f ∗S − f̂S(x);
the ordering of the errors eS,a(x) is arbitrary, and it will occasionally be convenient to
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f̂S(x) = −Γ̂S(x)R̂S(x)u. (4.1)
The remainder of this chapter designs stabilizing controllers for this angle-error system.
4.2 Formation Stabilization for Infinitesimally Shape-Similar Frameworks
This section presents a method of formation stabilization for formations described by
infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks. Beginning in Chapter 4.2.1, a controller that
achieves formation stabilization of infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks by stabilizing
the origin of the angle-error system is described; this formation controller is used to introduce
the theoretical underpinnings of the controller-synthesis approach in Chapter 4.2.2.
4.2.1 Asymptotic Formation Stabilization
As previously mentioned, the purpose of the controller presented in this subsection is to
asymptotically stabilize the origin of the angle-error system in (4.1). With this regard,
consider the controller presented in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let G(x) be an infinitesimally shape-similar framework for which eS(x) ∈
D = {(−2, 2)qS}; under
u = R̂>S (x)Γ̂
>
S (x)eS(x), (4.2)
the origin of the angle-error system in (4.1), es(x) = 0, is locally asymptotically stable.





which satisfies VS(eS(x)) > 0 for eS(x) ∈ D−{0} and has the time derivative V̇S(eS(x)) =
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u = −e>S (x)Γ̂(x)R̂S(x)u. (4.4)
Further substituting the controller in (4.2) into (4.4), yields
V̇S(eS(x)) = −e>S (x)Γ̂S(x)R̂S(x)R̂>S (x)Γ̂>S (x)eS(x).
For eS(x) ∈ D, Γ̂S(x) is positive definite; furthermore, for eS(x) ∈ D, R̂S(x) is full rank, so
R̂S(x)R̂
>
S (x)  0. Thus, V̇S(eS(x)) = −‖R̂>S (x)Γ̂>S (x)eS(x)‖ < 0 for eS(x) ∈ D − {0},
so eS(x) = 0 is locally asymptotically stable.
As it is presented in Thm. 4.1, the controller in (4.2) can be separated into the individual
controllers for each robot in the formation, enabling examination of the sensing and commu-














· · · ∂f̂S,qS
∂x1




· · · ∂f̂S,qS
∂xn
 . (4.5)







To elucidate the sensing and communication requirements of the controller in (4.2), the
following notation is introduced. Let Θ̂i ⊂ Θ̂ be the elements of the independent angle-set
which include i. By Θ̂Ci ⊂ Θ̂i, denote the elements of the independent angle-set for which i
is vertex about which the angles θkij are formed, and denote by Θ̂¬Ci ⊂ Θ̂i the elements of
the independent angle-set containing i, but for which the corresponding angles θikj are not
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centered on i. Note that Θ̂i = Θ̂Ci ∪ Θ̂¬Ci . With this notation, and from the derivation of the











γikjQzik(zjk) a ∈ Θ̂¬Ci
0 otherwise,
(4.7)













A discussion of the implication of this controller on the sensing and communication modali-
ties of the networked multi-robot team is given in Chapter 4.3. A simulation of five vertices
executing the controller in (4.8) is shown in left image of Figure 4.1; the corresponding
value of the Lyapunov function in (4.3) is shown in the right image.
Figure 4.1: The controller in (4.8) was executed by five vertices. (Left) From the initial positions (blue dots),
the vertices move along the red trajectories to their final positions (red dots); the black lines indicate the
network topology, and the angles corresponding to the error system are denoted by the black arcs. (Right) The
Lyapunov function in (4.3) decreases asymptotically to zero.
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4.2.2 Controller-Synthesis Formation-Control Strategy
As with the stabilizing controller presented in (4.2), the controller-synthesis approach to
formation control stabilizes the origin of the angle-error system in (4.1); the controller-
synthesis approach also supports a mechanism for incorporating high-level, user-designated
objectives, which is a feature that is explored in simulation and implementation on a team
of differential-drive robots in Chapter 4.4. To begin, a validating controller is presented to
exponentially stabilize eS(x) = 0 with a particular convergence rate.
Theorem 4.2. Let G(x) be an infinitesimally shape-similar framework for which eS(x) ∈
D = {(−2, 2)qS}; under











the origin of the angle-error system in (4.1), es(x) = 0, is locally exponentially stable.
Proof. Consider the Lyapunov function in (4.3), the time derivative of which is given
in (4.4). For eS(x) ∈ D, R̂S(x) is full row-rank, and Γ̂S(x) is positive definite, so the
matrix Γ̂S(x)R̂S(x)R̂>S (x)Γ̂
>
S (x) is invertible; substitution of the expression in (4.9) yields
V̇S(x) = −‖eS(x)‖2 ≤ −2VS(x), so eS(x) = 0 is locally exponentially stable.
The controller in (4.9) provides an immediate means of provably exponentially stabiliz-
ing the origin of the angle-error system with a fixed convergence rate, which is a modest
improvement over the statement in Thm. 4.1. More importantly, however, (4.9) is a validat-












where unom is a nominal controller for the formation, and ρS ∈ R+ is a parameter that can
be chosen to affect convergence of the angle-error to the origin. The synthesized controller
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Figure 4.2: (Left) Along the red trajectories as opacity increases, three vertices executing the synthesized
controller in (4.10) translate, rotate, and scale until reaching their final positions (red dots); the black lines
indicate the network topology, and the angles corresponding to the error system are denoted by the black arcs.
(Right) The Lyapunov function in (4.3) converges to zero.
in (4.10) has the following attractive features.
Foremost, because of the inequality constraint of (4.10), which utilizes the Lyapunov
function in (4.3) as a CLF, solutions to this optimization problem ensure that the origin of
the angle-error is locally exponentially stable; the existence of the validating controller in
(4.9) suggests that the set of solutions to (4.10) is nonempty.
A secondary feature of the controller-synthesis formulation in (4.10) is the ease with
which the method admits a variety of nominal controllers. Choosing the nominal controller
is a straightforward mechanism for addressing high-level objectives, such as moving the
formation along planned trajectories or executing the desired motion of a human pilot; this
versatility is an advantage over controllers similar to those in (4.2) and (4.9), which cannot
be used to simultaneously address the low-level objective of stabilizing the origin of the
angle-error system while also addressing high-level objectives of the team. To showcase the
utility of the nominal controller, consider the MATLAB simulation presented in Figure 4.2;
the image shows a framework translating, rotating, and scaling uniformly by solving the QP
in (4.10), using the function quadprog, for a nominal controller that is the difference of
the current and desired positions of the vertices.
Finally, the structure of the CLF constraint of (4.10) and the shape-similarity matrix can
be exploited to formulate individual controller-synthesis problems for each robot that ensure
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satisfaction of the original inequality in (4.10).
The principle behind the decentralized formulation of the controller-synthesis strategy
is that by decoupling the inequality constraint of (4.10), an optimization problem for each
robot in the formation can be written such that the inequality constraint of the original
problem is satisfied. With regards to this decentralized formulation, consider the CLF in





















For each robot, the synthesized controller is given by



















By the following lemma, if the inequality constraint of (4.13) is satisfied for each robot in
the formation, then the original inequality constraint of (4.10) is satisfied.
Lemma 4.1. For i = 1, . . . , n, if each ui satisfies the inequality constraint of (4.13), then
















Figure 4.3: (Left) Along the red trajectories as opacity increases, three vertices executing the synthesized
controller in (4.13) rotate and scale until reaching their final positions (red dots); the black lines indicate the
network topology, and the angles corresponding to the error system are denoted by the black arcs. (Right) The























Having shown that satisfying the inequality constraints of (4.13) amount to satisfying
the inequality constraint of (4.10), the following can be stated as a direct result of Lem. 4.1.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose the synthesized controllers u∗i of (4.13) exist for each i = 1, . . . , n.
Under u∗ = [u∗>1 , . . . , u
∗>
n ]
>, the origin of the angle-error system in (4.1), eS(x) = 0, is
locally exponentially stable.
Demonstrating the synthesized controller in (4.13), the MATLAB simulation in Fig-
ure 4.3 shows the trajectory of three vertices executing the synthesized controller for a
nominal control input which is the difference between the desired and current positions of
the vertices.
4.3 Sensing and Communication Requirements
Here, the inequality constraint of the decentralized formulation of the controller-synthesis
formation-control strategy in (4.13) is examined to understand the trade-offs between






Figure 4.4: Without assuming a particular network topology, robot i must use sensors capable of measuring
distances and bearings as well as communication with its neighbors in order to calculate the controllers in
(4.8) and (4.13).
communication requirements of the robots. As presented in the development of the controller
in (4.8), the only assumption on the network topology is that the framework is infinitesimally
shape-similar. Without further restrictions on the structure of the network, term-by-term
examination of the partial derivatives in (4.7), which constitute the inequality in (4.13),
reveals the sensing and communication requirements of the robots; Figure 4.4 depicts the
information available to an arbitrary robot.
To begin, consider the sensing requirements of the controller in (4.13). From the
perspective of an arbitrary robot i in the formation, begin by examining the first case in
(4.7), in which i is the vertex about which the angles are formed. To evaluate the partial
derivates in this case, robot i must have sufficient information to determine the vectors zki
and zji; this implies that the robot should be equipped with sensors capable of measuring the
distances and bearings to its neighbors. With such a sensor suite, robot i is able to calculate:
the orthogonal projections Qzji(zki) and Qzki(zji); the angles θkij formed about itself, as
well as the corresponding angle error eS,(k,i,j)(x); and the scaling term γkij.
Now, examine the communication requirements of (4.13). Consider the second case in
(4.7), for which the angle is not formed about robot i. Without assuming a particular network
topology, robot i cannot locally determine: the scaling term γikj, the orthogonal projection
Qzik(zjk), or the angle θikj with corresponding angle error eS,(ikj); however, because robot
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k can calculate these terms using its own sensors, communication between robot i and its
neighbors can be used to recover this information. The communicated information includes
a vector that must be represented in the reference frame of robot i, which for arbitrary graph
topologies, requires a common reference frame between robots i and k.
Highlighting the trade-offs between the structure of the network and the interaction
modalities of the team, relaxations of the communication requirements are possible when
assumptions on the topology of the formation can be made. For example, a common
reference as described in the previous paragraph is unnecessary for planar formations because
there is a single plane of rotation. For adjacent robots i and k, if robot k communicates the
vector zik in its own reference frame to robot i, robot i has sufficient information to rotate
into its own reference frame any communicated vectors, such as the vector zjk, given in the
reference frame of robot k. Extending this to frameworks in higher dimensions, the rotation
between reference frames can be determined if robots i and k have a common neighbor in
the plane defined by robots i, k, and j; this corresponds with the existence of a triangular
subframework, an idea that will be developed in Chapter 5. Furthermore, if robots i, k,
and j are all neighbors, and robot i is equipped with distance and bearing sensors, then
communication is unnecessary to recover the requisite information.
4.4 Robotarium Demonstration
In this section, the controller-synthesis formation-control strategy presented in Chapter 4.2.2
is demonstrated on a team of differential-drive robots in the Robotarium, which is described
in Chapter 2.4.
Six differential-drive robots are used to demonstrate the utility of the controller-synthesis
formation-control strategy. As discussed in Chapter 4.2.2, controllers synthesized according
to (4.10) admit a nominal controller that can be used to address a high-level, user-designated
objective. In the demonstration scenario, the nominal controller enables a human pilot to
navigate the formation of robots through an environment. The pilot interfaces with the
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formation via a keyboard and is able to direct the motion of the robots through choices of
translations, rotation, and uniform scaling, which are the available angle-consistent motions
of infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks. Encoding the pilot’s commands through the
nominal controller as indicated in the bottom right image of Figure 4.5, the robots execute
the synthesized controller in (4.10) to maintain the inter-robot angles of the formation.
Stills from the demonstration are shown in Figure 4.5. The dark regions projected onto
the testbed surface represent obstacles that the pilot would like the robots to avoid, and the
red circle designates the desired final position of the formation. At the direction of the pilot,
the robots maintain the formation by executing the synthesized controller in (4.10). Along
the numbered images, the robots first translate before contracting to pass through a narrow
passage; finally, the robots expand and rotate about the location designated by the red dot.
4.5 Summary of Conclusions
In this chapter, two approaches to formation control of infinitesimally shape-similar frame-
works were presented to explore the coupling between network topology and the interaction
modalities of a multi-robot team through controller design. The first of these approaches




Figure 4.5: In the demonstration shown above, a human pilot directs the motion of a team of six differential-
drive robots, which execute the synthesized controller in (4.10) to maintain the formation. The proposed
controller-synthesis approach to formation control enables the pilot to instruct the robots to translate, rotate,
and scale in order to navigate the formation through the environment projected onto the testbed surface.
(Bottom Right) The pilot directs the motion of the formation using a keyboard; the nominal controller is the
sum of vectors corresponding to each pressed key.
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shape-similarity matrix, to locally asymptotically stabilize the origin of the angle-error sys-
tem, which captures the difference between the current and desired angles of the formation.
The second approach to formation control presented in this section relies on the solution of
an optimization problem in which the Lyapunov function of the previous approach is used
as a CLF inequality constraint on the solution. The synthesized controller made explicit
use of the shape-similarity matrix to achieve formation stabilization with the additional
benefit of minimizing, in a least-squares sense, the difference of the solution from a nominal
control input, which allows higher-level objectives to be incorporated; this approach was
demonstrated on a team of differential-drive robots in the Robotarium.
In Chapter 4.3, the implications of the designed formation controllers on the required
sensing and communication modalities of the multi-robot team were discussed. In particular,
in order to calculate the errors and partial derivatives necessary to execute the controllers,
each robot needs access to distance and bearing information as well as communication with
its neighbors; this discussion lays the foundation for subsequent chapters of this thesis in
the following ways. First, despite the initialism of infinitesimal shape-similarity, which is
founded on the maintenance of the relative angles between robots, the bearing-only sensors
necessary to measure these angles are not sufficient to achieve and maintain them, suggesting
that heterogeneous interaction modalities can play an important role even for frameworks
specified by homogeneous quantities. Second, the discussion in Chapter 4.3 suggests that a
fundamental trade-off between these sensing requirements and the network topology can be




ASSEMBLY AND CONTROL OF A CLASS OF TRIANGULATIONS
In this chapter, triangulations, a class of frameworks which will be shown to be infinitesi-
mally shape-similar, are used in the threefold task of characterization, assembly, and control
design to explore the interplay between network topology and the interaction modalities of
a multi-robot team. In particular, this chapter serves as a case-study in the significance of
heterogeneous interaction modalities, which will be used to effectively control a formation
of robots equipped with bearing-only sensors, described by a class of triangulations. The
contents of this chapter are drawn from a number of works: originally, characterization and
assembly of triangulations was presented in [7]; an approach to control of these assembled
triangulations was proposed in [10]; and, finally, [8] consolidated these results and identified
the class of assembled triangulations to be maximally outer plane graphs.
This section is structured in the following manner. First, Chapter 5.1 characterizes
triangulations by defining them and proving that they are infinitesimally shape-similar using
the rank condition on the shape-similarity matrix presented in Chapter 3. Following in
Chapter 5.2, a class of triangulations, maximally outerplane graphs, is identified, and a
method of self-assembly of this class of frameworks by robots equipped with bearing-only
sensors is presented alongside a demonstration on a team of differential-drive robots. In
Chapter 5.3, the limitations of the controller used in self-assembly are discussed, suggesting
the significance of access to heterogeneous interaction modalities by the networked team; a
strategy for formation control of maximally outerplane graphs is designed to leverage the
incorporation of a single robot capable of measuring distances in addition to bearings. In
Chapter 5.4, this formation-control strategy is demonstrated on a team of differential-drive
robots in the Robotarium. In Chapter 5.5, the conclusions of this section as they pertain to the
investigation of network topology and the interaction modalities of a team are summarized.
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Figure 5.1: This image highlights the relationship between near-triangulations, triangulations, and maximally
outerplane graphs. Triangulations are near-triangulations whose outer face is a cycle; maximally outerplane
graphs are triangulations for which the weak dual graph is a tree.
5.1 Characterizing Triangulations
Previously in Chapter 3, infinitesimal shape-similarity was introduced to characterize the
motions available to teams of robots in which angles in the formation are maintained. To
further demonstrate the significance of these developments in the context of multi-robot
formations, this section characterizes triangulations, a structured class of frameworks. First,
triangulations are precisely defined; then, triangulations are shown to be infinitesimally
shape-similar.
To introduce the definition of triangulations, a broader-class of frameworks, to which
triangulations belong, is first defined.
Definition 5.1 ([34, pg. 405]). A near-triangulation is a plane graph all of whose inner
faces have degree three.
From the picture of the near-triangulation in Figure 5.1, it is trivial to prove that near-
triangulations are not necessarily infinitesimally shape-similar. For example, using the
pictured near-triangulation, it is possible to scale one half of the framework differently
than the other; such a motion preserves the angles but is not a translation, rotation, or
uniform scaling, so the framework is not infinitesimally shape-similar. While the broader
class of frameworks is not necessarily infinitesimally shape-similar, certain classes of
near-triangulations are. For this reason, the following class of frameworks is defined.
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Definition 5.2. A triangulation is a near-triangulation whose outer face is a cycle.1
Def. 5.2, which captures the features of the class of frameworks of interest, differs from
other definitions of the term triangulation. For example, in [34], triangulations refer to
maximal planar graphs, which are plane graphs whose faces have degree three. The choice to
define triangulations as in Def. 5.2 was adopted in [8] to improve clarity in the terminology
of this work when compared to that of [7].
Relating Def. 5.2 to the results presented in Chapter 3, triangulations are planar objects;
these frameworks are embedded in the plane with x ∈ R2n. Furthermore, as a consequence
of Def. 5.2, triangulations are non-degenerate and non-pathological.
Having established the definition and some properties of triangulations, interest in this
class of frameworks is justified by showing that triangulations are infinitesimally shape-
similar. To begin, consider the following theorem pertaining to the complete framework
Gκ(x).
Theorem 5.1. If the complete framework Gκ(x) with n ≥ 3 vertices is non-pathological
and non-degenerate, then it is infinitesimally shape-similar.2
Proof. If the complete framework Gκ(x) with n ≥ 3 vertices is non-pathological and




Because the complete graph contains all edges, and thus all angles, the rank of the shape-








1The same definition is used by [80] to define triangulated disks.
2A similar result was stated in [7, Lemma 1]; Thm. 5.1 and its proof reflect changes to the definition of
pathological frameworks in Def. 3.4.
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Figure 5.2: This image depicts the angles produced by vertex/edge-addition to aid in visualization of the proof
of Thm. 5.2. The left image shows the angles produced by the addition of xk, the center image shows the
reduced set of angles, and the right image shows the angles resulting from edge-addition.
and equals the rank condition in (3.10), so by Thm. 3.3, Gκ(x) is infinitesimally shape-
similar.
Having proved Thm. 5.1, the main result of this section can now be proved.
Theorem 5.2. Triangulations are infinitesimally shape-similar.3
Proof. The theorem is proved by induction, and for the purpose of this proof, G(xk) refers
to a triangulation of k vertices; the corresponding shape-similarity matrix is RS(xk).
Consider the triangulation G(x3), which by Thm. 5.1, is infinitesimally shape-similar
with rank(RS(x3)) = 2. Suppose G(xk−1) is an infinitesimally shape-similar triangulation
with m angles. Connect xk to adjacent vertices xi and xj on the outer face by two edges







where RS(xk−1) ∈ Rm×2(k−1), A(xk) ∈ Rq×2(k−1), B(xk) ∈ Rq×2, and q is the number
of new angles formed by the vertex/edge-addition. The matrix A(xk) is composed of
orthogonal projections of vectors including xk onto vectors not including xk, and B(xk) is
formed of orthogonal projections onto vectors including xk.
3[7, Theorem 4] proved that triangulated frameworks are infinitesimally shape-similar. Thm. 5.2 and
its proof reflect clarifications to the definitions of triangulations and pathology; the proof is restructured to
emphasize the edge additions that do not increase the rank of the shape-similarity matrix.
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Consider the reduced shape-similarity matrix R̄S(xk) of G(xk) formed by considering
only the three angles of the new triangle created by the vertex/edge-addition rather than the




Ā(xi, xj, xk) B̄(xi, xj, xk)
 ,
where Ā(xi, xj, xk) and B̄(xi, xj, xk) are the rows of A(xk) and B(xk) corresponding with
the three angles of the new triangle. Because R̄S(xk) has q − 3 fewer rows than RS(xk),
rank(R̄S(x
k)) ≤ rank(RS(xk)) ≤ 2k − 4.
Replacing Ā(xi, xj, xk) with zeros yields the block diagonal matrix R̂S(xk), which is
related to R̄S(xk) through the rank relationship: rank(R̂S(xk)) ≤ rank(R̄S(xk)).
From the construction of the shape-similarity matrix,









The rank of B̄(xi, xj, xk) is at most 2. If the last two rows of B̄(xi, xj, xk) were linearly
dependent then there would exist a nonzero α ∈ R such that αQzkj(zji) = Qzki(zij), which


















Such an α would require that zki be parallel with zkj, contradicting the fact that G(xk) is a
triangulation. Thus rank(B̄(xi, xj, xk)) = 2, and because R̂S(xk) is block diagonal,
rank(R̂S(x
k)) = rank(RS(x
k−1))+rank(B̄(xi, xj, xk)) = 2k − 4.
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Because rank(R̂S(xk)) ≤ rank(RS(xk)), RS(xk) satisfies the rank condition in (3.10) for
infinitesimal shape-similarity.
To complete the proof, consider additional edges that could be added to G(xk) such
that the resulting framework is still a triangulation (Right, Figure 5.2). Denote the shape-
similarity matrix resulting from these edge-additions by R̃S(xk). The edge-additions produce
angles, so R̃S(xk) has more rows than RS(xk). Accordingly,
2k − 4 = rank(RS(xk)) ≤ rank(R̃S(xk)) ≤ 2k − 4,
so any edge-additions between vertices in the triangulation do not affect the rank, which was
already at its maximum. By induction, triangulations are infinitesimally shape-similar.
Remark 5.1. The proof of Thm. 5.2 highlights the importance of the underlying repeated
structure of triangulations. In the proof, each additional triangle created through vertex/edge
addition increases the rank of the shape-similarity matrix of the triangulation by exactly two;
this observation can be leveraged when controlling formations of mobile robots described
by triangulations by requiring that one robot for each triangular face maintain two angles
of that triangle.
5.2 Assembly of a Class of Triangulations
Having established that all triangulations are infinitesimally shape-similar, this section
introduces maximally outerplane graphs, a class of triangulations amenable to assembly
by teams of bearing-only robots. Chapter 5.2.1 defines maximally outerplane graphs and
comments on their properties. Then, Chapter 5.2.2 addresses the task of self-assembly of
maximally outerplane graphs by teams of robots equipped with bearing-only sensors; a
graph grammar is introduced to determine the desired network topology, and a controller that
respects the interaction modalities available in the team is designed to realize the formation.
In Chapter 5.2.3, the self-assembly mechanism is demonstrated on the Robotarium.
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5.2.1 Defining Maximally Outerplane Graphs
Evident in the proof of Thm. 5.2, which iteratively examined the rank of the shape-similarity
matrix of the triangulation to prove its infinitesimal shape-similarity, triangulations that are
assembled by subsequent addition of triangular faces on the outer face of the framework
exhibit an underlying structure that can be exploited. In fact, such triangulations are
maximally outerplane graphs, defined as follows.
Definition 5.3 ([34, pg. 293]). A maximally outerplane graph is a simple plane graph (a
plane graph for which there are no parallel edges or loops) for which any edge addition
results in a graph which is not an outerplane graph.
Figure 5.1 distinguishes maximally outerplane graphs4 from the broader class of trian-
gulations. Maximally outerplane graphs with at least three vertices are triangulations as in
Def. 5.2, so they are infinitesimally shape-similar. Furthermore, the weak dual graph of a
maximally outerplane graph is a tree [81]; this is related to the observation of Rem. 5.1. The
following subsection exploits the tree-structure of the weak dual graph in the design of a
self-assembly mechanism for maximally outerplane graphs.
5.2.2 Self-Assembly of Maximally Outerplane Graphs
Here, a mechanism for self-assembly of maximally outerplane graphs by teams of robots
equipped with bearing-only sensors is presented. The mechanism is composed of two parts,
representing the duality of network topology and the interaction modalities available in a
multi-robot team: a graph grammar to set the underlying graph structure, and a realizing
bearing-only controller executed by all but two robots such that each triangular face becomes
equilateral. These two parts of the self-assembly mechanism are described in turn.
4The assembled triangulations of [10] are maximally outerplane graphs.
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Figure 5.3: The rule r1 connects disconnected vertices across adjacent vertices on the outer face of of a
maximally outerplane graph.
A Graph Grammar to Set the Network Topology
To construct maximally outerplane graphs, define the graph grammar Φ = {r1} consisting
of the rule defined in Figure 5.3. Vertices are labeled by their degrees, denoted di for
i = 1, . . . , n. Edges are labeled as σ when they are on the outer face of the plane graph, or ι
when it is not; r1 connects a disconnected vertex to two vertices across a σ edge.
Theorem 5.3. Let G0 be an initial plane graph consisting of n vertices in which three
vertices form a triangle and the rest are disconnected. Let g0 = (G0, ν) be an initial labeled
graph where vertex i is labeled di, the degree of vertex i, and the three edges are labeled σ.
Let Φ = {r1} be the graph grammar, where r1 is defined 5 as in Figure 5.3. For the system
(g0,Φ), the graphs Gk ∈ {gk}nk=0 have a single connected component, which is a maximally
outerplane graph.
Proof. The theorem will be proved by induction. The connected component of the initial
plane graph G0 is a maximally outerplane graph. Consider Gk ∈ {gk}nk=0 for arbitrary k < n.
By assumption, the single connected component of Gk is a maximally outerplane graph.
Apply r1 to Gk. The graph grammar Φ = {r1} connects a zero degree vertex to two
adjacent vertices connected by a σ edge on the outer face. Applying r1 results in the
maximally outer plane graph Gk+1 because the new vertex can always be placed in the
outer face of Gk such that: the new vertex is on the boundary of the outer face, no vertex
5In support of a self-assembly mechanism, the graph grammar of [7, Theorem 5] applied only to vertices
with degree less than six; here, r1 does not restrict the degree of the vertices.
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Figure 5.4: The rule r2 connects disconnected vertices across adjacent vertices of degree less than six on the
outer face of a maximally outerplane graph.
is removed from the boundary of the outer face, the two new edges intersect other edges
only at the vertices, and Gk is edge maximal. By induction, the connected component of
Gk ∈ {gk}nk=0 is a maximally outerplane graph.
The graph grammar in Thm. 5.3 generates the network topology of the maximally
outerplane graph. In the context of self-assembly of maximally outerplane graphs, it will be
advantageous from a design perspective to restrict the degree of the vertices in the framework
to between two and six; this will facilitate the assembly of isometric grid formations of
regular triangles. With this regard, the following corollary, whose proof is nearly identical
to that of Thm. 5.3, is presented for use in the self-assembly mechanism for maximally
outerplane graphs.
Corollary 5.3.1. Let G0 be an initial plane graph consisting of n vertices in which three
vertices form a triangle and the rest are disconnected. Let g0 = (G0, ν) be an initial labeled
graph where vertex i is labeled di, the degree of vertex i, and the three edges are labeled σ.
Let Φ = {r2} be the graph grammar, where r2 is defined as in Figure 5.4. For the system
(g0,Φ), the graphs Gk ∈ {gk}nk=0 have a single connected component, which is a maximally
outerplane graph.
Remark 5.2. Numerous methods can be employed to produce triangulations: using embed-
ded graph grammars [82]; Delaunay triangulation of a set of points; etc.. Similarly, there
are various procedures for generating maximally outerplane graphs; e.g., ear clipping of
certain polygons produces maximally outerplane graphs. The graph grammars in Φ = {r1}
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and Φ = {r2} are notable because of the implicit role of the weak dual of the maximally
outerplane graph and its relationship to the proof of Thm. 5.2, in which triangular faces are
incorporated along the weak dual; this structure is exploited in self-assembly as well as in
Chapter 4.2 when controlling mobile robot formations described by maximally outerplane
graphs.
A Realizing Bearing-Only Controller
Here, the realizing bearing-only controller, henceforth referred to as the triangulation-
maintenance controller for reasons that will be made apparent in due order, is developed to
achieve self-assembly. In words, the purpose of this controller is to drive the robots to form
equilateral triangles with neighbors in the maximally outerplane graph, as determined by
the graph grammar in Cor. 5.3.1, while respecting the bearing-only sensing capabilities of
the robots.
To begin, the capabilities of the robots are precisely stated. The frameworks G(x) are
assumed to be maximally outerplane graphs as generated according to the graph grammar in
Cor. 5.3.1. The positions of the vertices of G(x), x = [x>1 , x
>
2 , . . . , x
>
n ]
> ∈ R2n, represent
the positions of mobile robots in the team; as such, the terms framework and vertex are
analogous to formation and robot. The robots are assumed to have single-integrator dynamics
of the form ẋi = ui for i = 1, . . . , n. The velocities of the robots ẋ = [ẋ>1 , ẋ
>




are the infinitesimal motions of G(x). By default, the robots are equipped with bearing-
only sensors, which yield unit vectors relative to a local reference frame, and can only
communicate with neighboring robots; i.e. if (i, j) ∈ E , the robots i and j, henceforth
referenced by their positions xi and xj , can communicate.
Proposition 5.1. Because robots are positioned in the plane, communication of a common
bearing between neighboring robots allows each robot to convert the bearing measurements
of its neighbors into its own reference frame.
Proof. Let zij/‖zij‖ be the bearing in the reference frame of xj pointing from xj to xi, and
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ξij/‖ξij‖ = −ξji/‖ξji‖ be the same bearing in the reference frame of xi. Because the robots
are positioned in the plane, the reference frames of xj and xi differ by a single rotation.
If xi sends ξij/‖ξij‖ to xj , xj can determine the angle ψij = cos−1(z>ijξij/‖zij‖‖ξij‖)
between their local reference frames. Using a rotation matrix r(ψij) ∈ R2×2 satisfying
zij/‖zij‖ = r(ψij)ξij/‖ξij‖, bearings in the reference frame of xi, such as ξki/‖ξki‖, can be
expressed in the reference frame of xj by r(ψij)ξik/‖ξik‖.
Designed for robots equipped with bearing-only sensors, the triangulation-maintenance
control strategy for maximally outerplane graphs is the realizing controller for the self-
assembly mechanism. To develop this controller, control of a single face of the maximally
outerplane graph is first considered; then, along the weak dual graph of the framework, the
same controller is applied for each face to realize the assembled framework in which the
inner faces are equilateral.



















where RS(xijk) ∈ R3×6 is the shape-similarity matrix given explicitly in (3.5), Γ(xijk) =
diag(γkji, γkij, γikj) ∈ R3×3 is a diagonal matrix of positive scalars, and ẋijk are the veloci-
ties of the robots. Denote the first two rows of RS(xijk) by
R̄S(xijk) =

















6The notation xijk distinguishes the subframework G(xijk) from G(x).
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Associated with R̄S(xijk), Γ̄(xijk) = diag(γkji, γkij) where
γkji = (‖zkj‖‖zij‖)−1 γkij = (‖zji‖‖zki‖)−1.
Finally, define the matrix









The purpose of the triangulation-maintenance controller is to stabilize the origin of the
angle error
eaijk = e
a(xi, xj, xk) =







Figure 5.5: (Left) In a simulation of the triangulation-maintenance controller in Thm. 5.4, xk moves along
the red trajectory in order to drive the angles θkij and θkji to π/3. (Right) As stated in Thm. 5.4, under the
triangulation-maintenance controller, the angle error converges asymptotically to zero.
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Theorem 5.4. If robot xk executes
ẋk=−C>ijkΓ̄(xijk)eaijk−B>ijk(BijkB>ijk)−1bijk,
then eaijk = 0 is locally asymptotically stable on the domain D = {eaijk ∈ (−3/2, 1/2)2}.7
Proof. Consider the Lyapunov function candidate V (eaijk)=
1
2
‖eaijk‖2, for which V (0) = 0





























Substituting these dynamics into the error dynamics yields









7A similar controller is presented in [10, Theorem 2]; the controller in Thm. 5.4 reflects the reformulation
of the shape-similarity matrix in Chapter 3.2.
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> ∈ ker(R̄S(xijk)), so
ėaijk = −Γ̄(xijk)R̄S(xijk)R̂>S (xijk)Γ̄(xijk)eaijk,





S (xijk) = BijkB
>
ijk diag(‖zkj‖, ‖zki‖)  0,
V̇ (eaijk) < 0 ∈ D − {0}; thus, the origin eaijk=0 is locally asymptotically stable.
A simulation of the triangulation-maintenance controller is shown in Figure 5.5: the left
image shows the trajectory of xk as it executes the triangulation-maintenance controller,
and the right image confirms that the squared norm of the angle error converges to zero.
To calculate this controller, xk must communicate with xi and xj to determine the bearing
zij/‖zij‖ and the velocities ẋi and ẋj (Prop. 5.1). From its own bearing measurements and
the bearing zij/‖zij‖, robot xk can construct ẋ1k because the quantities Q>zkj(zij/‖zij‖) and
Q>zki(zji/‖zji‖) are composed of bearings; similarly, ẋ
2
k can be constructed from information






Q>zij(zkj) (ẋi − ẋj)−Q>zkj(zij)ẋj


































so the distances ‖zki‖ and ‖zkj‖ can be determined relative to ‖zij‖ with bearing-only







































ẋ2k can be calculated by xk.
The Complete Self-Assembly Mechanism
Having introduced the graph grammar in Cor. 5.3.1 for generating the maximally outer-
plane graph and the realizing bearing-only controller in Thm. 5.4 for the maintenance
of equilateral triangles, the complete self-assembly mechanism for maximally outerplane
graphs is presented. As suggested in the development, self-assembly is executed in two
repeating steps: first, the network topology is determined using the graph grammar; then,
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Figure 5.6: To control maximally outerplane graphs, a direction is assigned to the weak dual graph; starting
with the first triangular face, which has x1 and x2 on its boundary, the triangulation-maintenance controller of
Thm. 5.4 is applied for each face along the tree.
the triangulation-maintenance controller is executed. The two-step process described here is
repeated until all robots are incorporated into the maximally outerplane graph.
In detail, this self-assembly process executes the triangulation-maintenance controller
of Thm. 5.4 to each triangular face along the weak dual graph of the maximally outerplane
graph G(x), locally asymptotically stabilizing the origins of the angle-error systems of
each face. Implicit in the graph-grammar, a direction is assigned to the weak dual graph of
the framework, as in Figure 5.6, such that it forms a directed tree whose root corresponds
with a triangular face which has x1 and x2 on its boundary. For convenience, robots xi,
for i = 3, . . . , n, are ordered according to the directed tree such that xi corresponds to
the triangular face i − 2. Applied in this way, the self-assembly mechanism results in a
maximally outerplane graph for which each triangular face asymptotically approaches an
equilateral triangle; to prove this, the following quantities are introduced.
The total angle error is defined to be the vector of the angle errors of each of the n− 2
triangular faces, ea = [ea>1 , . . . , e
a>
n−2]
>. It is occasionally convenient to refer to each angle
error by the corresponding vertices of the triangular face; e.g., ea1 = e
a
123. The self-assembly
mechanism described above yields the following theorem.
Theorem 5.5. Let G(x) be a maximally outerplane graph, and suppose ẋ1 = ẋ2 = 0. If
each xi for i = 3, ..., n executes the triangulation-maintenance controller in Thm. 5.4 for a
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triangular face along the directed weak dual graph ofG(x), then the origin of the total angle
error, ea = 0, is locally asymptotically stable on the domainD = {ea ∈ (−3/2, 1/2)2(n−2)}.
Proof. For each triangular face, define the Lyapunov functions V`(ea` ) =
1
2
‖ea`‖2 > 0 ∀ea ∈
D − {0}; under the controller in Thm. 5.4, V̇`(ea` ) < 0 ∀ea ∈ D − {0}. Consider the










First, note that ẋ1 = ẋ2 = 0 and do not depend on any xi for i = 3, ..., n. Now, consider
an arbitrary triangular face G(xijk) and corresponding angle-error system ea` (xi, xj, xk).
Because there is exactly one vertex executing the controller in Thm 5.4 for each triangular
face, ẋi and ẋj do not depend on xk, and ẋk depends only on the positions and velocities of


















so the angle errors are decoupled, V̇ (ea) < 0 ∀ea ∈ D − {0}, and ea = 0 is locally
asymptotically stable.
When used in exclusion of self-assembly, or to maintain a maximally outerplane graph
which has already been assembled, the control strategy described in Thm. 5.5 is referred to
as the triangulation-maintenance control strategy, so named because this strategy can only
be used to maintain the formation as explained in the following remark.
Remark 5.3. While the control strategy described in Thm. 5.5 locally asymptotically stabi-
lizes the total-angle-error system, the triangulation-maintenance-control strategy does not
control the position, heading, or scale of the formation, which are determined by x1(0) and
x2(0). Because angles are invariant to scale, robots equipped with bearing-only sensors
cannot directly recover the distance information needed to control these quantities, which
motivates the incorporation of a single robot that can measure both distances and bearings.
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Figure 5.7: The graph grammar in Cor. 5.3.1 and the realizing bearing-only controller Thm. 5.4 were used to
self-assemble a maximally outerplane graph of 15 differential-drive robots. Starting with the initial triangle,
the self-assembly mechanism is iteratively applied until all are in formation; the black lines indicate the
underlying graph topology of the maximally outerplane graph.
5.2.3 Self-Assembly Demonstration
In order to demonstrate the efficacy of the self-assembly mechanism for formations of robots
equipped with bearing-only sensors described by maximally outerplane graphs as described
in Chapter 5.2.2, self-assembly was performed by a team of differential-drive robots on the
Robotarium. Figure 5.7 shows the self-assembly of a maximally outerplane graph of 15
differential-drive robots. With respect to the initial conditions of the first two robots, the first
triangular face is formed by the third robot, which executes the triangulation-maintenance
controller in Thm. 5.4. Having established the initial triangular framework G0(x) required
by the graph grammar in Cor. 5.3.1, the self-assembly mechanism is applied successively
by each robot until the final realization of the maximally outerplane graph is achieved. As
stated in Thm. 5.5, the faces of the maximally outerplane graph all asymptotically become
regular.
5.3 Leveraging Heterogeneous Interactions for Control
In this section, the previously developed self-assembly mechanism, and in particular, the
triangulation-maintenance control strategy, are revisited to examine the importance of the
incorporation of heterogeneous interaction modalities in a multi-robot team for the purpose
of achieving effective formation control. Previously, a team of robots equipped with bearing-
only sensors was considered, and the triangulation-maintenance controller was designed to
respect this sensing constraint; however, it was noted in Rem. 5.3 that with this restriction,
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controlling the formation to achieve objectives other than formation stabilization, such as
navigation through an environment, was not feasible. Thus, to demonstrate the significance
of heterogeneity and to explore methods of leveraging heterogeneous interaction modalities
in a multi-robot team, this section builds on the triangulation-maintenance control strategy,
addressing formation control of a team of bearing-only robots in which a single robot is
additionally capable of measuring distances.
To begin, the following notation is introduced to complement that of Chapter 5.2.2. In
particular, the capabilities of the robots are precisely stated, and the position, heading, and
scale of formations of robots are defined. Again, the frameworks G(x) are assumed to be
maximally outerplane graphs, and as previously assumed, the robots are equipped with
bearing-only sensors, which yield unit vectors relative to a local reference frame, and can
only communicate with neighboring robots.
Now, designate the first robot as the leader, x1 = xl, and the second robot as the
first follower, x2 = xf . Define the position of G(x) to be xl, the scale to be ‖xl(t) −
xf (t)‖/‖xl(0)−xf (0)‖ = ‖zlf (t)‖/‖zlf (0)‖, and the heading to be zlf/‖zlf‖. Unlike every
other robot in the team, with exception, perhaps, to the leader as will be discussed later
in this section, the first follower is assumed to be able to measure distances in addition to
bearings. Leveraging this incorporation of distance information, this section develops a
decentralized, heterogeneous, leader-follower control strategy for multi-robot formations
described by maximally outerplane graphs.
5.3.1 Position, Scale, and Heading Control of Maximally Outerplane Graphs
To leverage the capability of the first follower to measure distances in addition to bearings, a
heterogeneous formation-control strategy is developed here to control the position, heading,
and scale of the team of robots described by a maximally outerplane graph as assembled in
Chapter 5.2.2. The development of this control strategy relies on assigning controllers to
the leader and first follower, which for triangulation maintenance, as previously stated in
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Thm. 5.5, were otherwise assumed to be equivalently zero. To begin, the role of the leader
will be discussed.
As detailed in the introduction of the heterogeneous formation-control strategy in Chap-
ter 5.3, the position of the leader is the position of the formation; thus, position control
is achieved through control of the leader. Because the desired position of the formation
depends on the specific objectives of the team, the particular choice of ẋl is unspecified. For
example, if the objective of the team is simply to drive to a particular location ζ ∈ R2, a
proportional controller of the form ẋl = ζ − xl, suffices. The choice of ẋl has implications
on the required sensing capabilities of the leader. Continuing the example, to calculate
ζ − xl, the leader must know its position relative to ζ, which could be given to xl by: a
supervisory planner responsible for determining the desired position of the formation; a
human pilot, which is directing the motion of the formation; or the robot itself, which would
at least require distance and bearing sensors. Due to the coupling with the objective of the
team, and because ẋl can be chosen independently of the positions of the other robots, the
sensing capabilities of xl are not explicitly considered.
Using the leader to control the position of the formation, the first follower is used to set
its scale and heading as defined in the introduction of Chapter 5.3. Let ∆ be the desired
distance between xl and xf , and define the scale error
eslf = e
s(xl, xf ) = ∆− ‖xl − xf‖ = ∆− ‖zlf‖;







(ẋl − ẋf ) .








where p is a virtual point determined by the first follower that moves according to ṗ = ẋl;
the vector zpl = zpf + zfl can be determined by xf because it has bearing and distance
sensors. The error between the cosine of the desired and current heading can be written as




the heading-error system is













= −γplfQ>zfl(zpl) (ẋf − ẋl) ,
where γplf = (‖zpl‖‖zfl‖)−1.








then eslf = 0 is globally exponentially stable, and e
h
lf = 0 is locally asymptotically stable on
D = {ehlf ∈(0, 2)}.
8Thm. 5.6 updates the controller of [10, Theorem 3] to reflect necessary changes in the development of the
shape-similarity matrix in Chapter 3.
Figure 5.8: (Left) In a simulation of the scale-heading controller in Thm. 5.6, xf moves along the red trajectory
in order to drive ‖zlf‖ → ∆ and θplf → 0. (Right) As stated in Thm. 5.6, the squared norms of the scale and
heading errors, scaled to appear on the same axes, converge asymptotically to zero.
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so eslf = 0 is globally exponentially stable.







V (ehlf ) > 0 ∀ehlf ∈ D − {0} and V (0) = 0. The time derivative is








= −ehlfz>plQzfl(zpf ) < 0 ∀ehlf ∈ D − {0}
because z>plQzfl(zpf ) > 0 in D − {0}. Thus, ehlf = 0 is locally asymptotically stable.
A simulation of the scale-heading controller of Thm. 5.6 is shown in Figure 5.8: the
left image depicts the trajectory of xf as it executes the controller, and the right image
confirms that the scale and heading errors converge asymptotically to zero. To determine
the scale-heading controller in Thm. 5.6, the dynamics ẋl must be communicated to xf as in
Prop. 5.1.
Finally, with controllers for xl and xf to set the position, scale, and heading of the
formation, the complete heterogeneous formation-control strategy for teams of robots
Figure 5.9: The leader xl sets position of the formation, and the first follower xf executes the scale-heading
controller in Thm. 5.6 to control the scale and heading by driving ‖zlf‖ → ∆ and θplf → 0. The remaining
robots execute the triangulation-maintenance controller in Thm. 5.4 (colored labels indicate the robots
responsible for the angles).
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described by maximally outerplane graphs is presented. As in the previous section, the
triangulation-maintenance controller is applied for each triangular face along the weak dual
graph of the framework with the additional controllers for xl and xf in the first triangular
face as depicted in Figure 5.9.
Theorem 5.7. Let G(x) be a maximally outerplane graph; suppose that ẋl = ul is inde-
pendent of xi for i = 2, . . . , n and that ẋf is the scale-heading controller of Thm. 5.6.
If each xi for i = 3, ..., n executes the triangulation-maintenance controller in Thm. 5.4
for a triangular face along the directed weak dual graph of G(x), then ea = 0 is locally
asymptotically stable on the domain D = {ea ∈ (−3/2, 1/2)2(n−2)}.
Proof. Substituting ẋl and ẋf , which are independent of xi for i = 3, . . . , n, the proof
follows from that of Thm. 5.5.
Note the following of the formation-control strategy in Thm. 5.7. First, the formation-
control strategy is heterogeneous in the controllers executed by the robots and their sensing
capabilities; only one robot explicitly requires distance information. Second, the formation-
control strategy is decentralized because each robot needs only communicate with its
neighbors. Third, the formation-control strategy offers a clear method of directing the
motion of the formation through control of the leader and choices of the desired heading and
scale. Lastly, the asymptotic stability of the various error systems ensures robustness for
execution by multi-robot teams, showcased in the demonstration of the following section.
5.4 Robotarium Demonstration
In this section, the formation-control strategy for maximally outerplane graphs in Thm. 5.7
is executed by a team of differential-drive robots in the Robotarium [5].
Stills from the demonstration are shown in Figure 5.10. Projected onto the testbed
surface, the black lines denote adjacency relationships in the formation, and the dark regions
represent obstacles; the leader and first follower are indicated by the green and red LEDs
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Figure 5.10: The heterogeneous formation-control strategy in Thm. 5.7 is executed by a team of six differential-
drive robots on the Robotarium [5]. Projected onto the testbed surface, the dark regions represent obstacles,
and the black lines denote the underlying network topology of the team. Using the formation-control strategy,
the robots maintain the maximally outerplane graph as they translate, rotate, and scale uniformly to navigate
through two narrow passages in the environment. In the bottom right image, the squared norm of the angle
error of each triangular face along the weak dual graph is shown.
respectively. Beginning with the initial positions in the first image, the six differential-drive
robots form the maximally outerplane graph. In the demonstration, the leader executes a
controller to visit a sequence of points along a planned path through the environment; as
the leader moves, the first follower executes the scale-heading controller in Thm. 5.6 for
a corresponding sequence of desired scales and headings. The remaining robots execute
the triangulation-maintenance controller in Thm. 5.4 to maintain the formation as the team
translates, rotates, and scales to navigate the narrow passages in the environment; shown in
the bottom right image of Figure 5.10, the efficacy of triangulation maintenance is quantified
by the squared norm of the angle errors of the triangular faces, which decreases from the
initial conditions and remains near zero throughout the demonstration.
5.5 Summary of Conclusions
In this chapter, formation control of a class of triangulations of robots was used to illustrate
the importance of heterogeneity in the interaction modalities of a multi-robot team. First,
using the theoretical tools of Chapter 3, triangulations were first shown to be infinitesimally
shape-similar, a process that not only made explicit use of the shape-similarity matrix
and its rank condition, but revealed the structure of a class of triangulations, maximally
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outerplane graphs, which were amenable to formation control. From there, a self-assembly
mechanism for teams of robots equipped with bearing-only sensors was developed to realize
formations described by maximally outerplane graphs. The self-assembly mechanism, and
the triangulation-maintenance control strategy that resulted from it, highlighted the extent
of the capabilities of a team of robots equipped with bearing-only sensors; in particular,
formation stabilization of the maximally outerplane graph was possible with bearing-only
sensors, but achieving higher-level objectives demonstrated the need for some additional
sensing modality in the network. With this regard, a single robot was additionally equipped
with a distance sensor; with this additional capability, the triangulation-maintenance control
strategy was modified to include controllers for the previously unused robots in the first
triangular face of the maximally outerplane graph. With the lead robot to set the position
of the framework, and the first follower to set the heading and scale of the formation, the
leader-follower, heterogeneous formation-control strategy for teams of robots described by
maximally outerplane graphs was designed and demonstrated on a team of differential-drive
robots.
From the developments of this section, the following conclusions can be drawn with re-
spect to the overarching objective of this thesis to investigate the interplay between network
topology and the sensing and communication modalities of a multi-robot team. First, re-
garding the structure of the maximally outerplane graphs and the triangulation-maintenance
controller designed for them, and in contrast with the sensing and communication require-
ments of the controllers in Chapter 4, bearing-only information, as opposed to bearing and
distance information, was sufficient stabilize the formation due to the underlying network
structure of the maximally outerplane graphs; this substantiates the claim in Chapter 4.3
that there are potential trade-offs between network structure and the required interaction
modalities of a team. The demonstration of the existence of this trade-off between network
topology and the required interaction modalities is a major conclusion of this chapter.
Following this first conclusion and with regard to the overall objective of this thesis,
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the development of the heterogeneous formation-control strategy for maximally outerplane
graphs yields another important revelation. As shown in the development of the triangulation-
maintenance controller, limitation of the sensing modalities available in the networked team
effectively restricted the capabilities of the formation. Interestingly, the incorporation of
a single robot capable of measuring distances, exploited by a controller designed to drive
the length and bearing of a single edge in the framework to desired values, was sufficient
to enable control of the position, heading, and scale of the formation as an extension of
the self-assembly mechanism for maximally outerplane graphs. The fact that control of
the scale and heading of the formation required the control of the length and bearing of
a single edge in the framework is fundamentally coupled with the fact that maximally
outerplane graphs are infinitesimally shape-similar, and thus, angle maintenance results
in invariance to translation, rotation, and uniform scaling. In order to achieve a particular
rotation, control of a bearing, which is not invariant to rotation, was necessary, and in order
to achieve a particular scale, control of a distance was required; this observation suggests that
the need for heterogeneous interaction modalities is necessary when invariance to certain
motions is not desirable. As such, Chapter 6 explicitly compares the framework properties of
infinitesimal rigidity, bearing-rigidity, and shape-similarity to further expose the significance




To expand the exploration of the interplay between network topology and the interaction
modalities available in a multi-robot team, this chapter exposes the relationships between
the framework properties of infinitesimal rigidity, bearing-rigidity, and shape-similarity.
In order to understand the underlying relationships between these framework properties,
algebraic relationships between the rigidity, bearing-rigidity, and shape-similarity matrices
are examined. Significantly, these relationships are sensitive to dimension; as such this
section is divided into two parts: Chapter 6.1 presents established results in the literature
to prove the equivalence of these properties in the plane, and Chapter 6.2 explores the
implications of these properties, providing counterexamples to explain that equivalence
does not hold in higher dimensions. Finally, Chapter 6.3 summarizes the conclusions that
are drawn from this investigation as they pertain to the coupling of network topology and
available interaction modalities.
6.1 Framework Properties in the Plane
In this section, the framework properties of infinitesimal rigidity, bearing-rigidity, and shape-
similarity are related for frameworks in the plane, i.e., for G(x) in R2 for which x ∈ R2n.
To relate these properties, results established in [78] and [57] are first presented as lemmas
using the parlance of this thesis.
The following lemma relating infinitesimal shape-similarity and infinitesimal bearing-
rigidity in the plane can be found in [78]; to express this result in the language of this thesis,
the following substitution has been made. As mentioned in Chapter 3, infinitesimal angle-
rigidity as defined in [78, Definition 3.4] is equivalent to that infinitesimal shape-similarity
when restricting frameworks to the plane. As such, in the following lemma, infinitesimal
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shape-similarity replaces infinitesimal angle-rigidity, and explicit reference to the dimension
of the framework is made.
Lemma 6.1 ([78, Theorem 3]). In R2, a framework is infinitesimally shape-similar if and
only if it is infinitesimally bearing-rigid.
Next, the following lemma relates infinitesimal bearing-rigidity and infinitesimal rigidity
in the plane; note that the authors of [57] refer to rigidity by the phrase “distance rigidity.”
Lemma 6.2 ([57, Theorem 8]). In R2, a framework is infinitesimally bearing-rigid if and
only it is infinitesimally rigid.
Having introduced these two supporting lemmas, the following theorem relates infinites-
imal shape-similarity and infinitesimal rigidity in the plane.
Theorem 6.1. In R2, a framework is infinitesimally shape-similar if and only if it is infinites-
imally rigid.
Proof. The statement holds as an immediate consequence of the equivalences presented in
Lem. 6.1 and Lem. 6.2.
The following observations discuss the unique nature of the plane as it pertains to these
results, and highlights the significance of these results to this thesis.
The equivalence between infinitesimal rigidity, bearing-rigidity, and shape-similarity is
derived from the unique nature of the plane as compared to higher dimensional spaces. In
particular, in the plane, rotation of a set of points, and any subset of those points, occurs in
the same plane. As such, vectors that are orthogonal in the plane, such as those pointing
between vertices in a framework, can be easily represented as a rotation of the vector by
π/2 in the only available plane of rotation; this fact is used explicitly in both the proof of






available planes of rotation.
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Taken together, these three results are significant for a number of reasons. For formation
control of mobile ground robots, these results are significant because they pertain to the
plane, in which such robots are usually assumed to operate. From the perspective of
generating infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks in the plane, the result in Thm. 6.1
suggests that any method of generating infinitesimally rigid frameworks in the plane, such as
the Henneberg construction or other methods as in [47], immediately produce frameworks
that are infinitesimally shape-similar. For examining the interplay between network topology
and the interaction modalities of a multi-robot team, the results in Lem. 6.1, Lem. 6.2, and
Thm. 6.1 indicate that for the same underlying graph topology, it is the particular constraints
themselves, be they distance, bearing, or angle constraints, that determine the available
motions of the framework.
6.2 Framework Properties in Higher Dimensions
In this section, the relationships between infinitesimal rigidity, bearing-rigidity, and shape-
similarity are explored in dimensions higher than two. The presentation of these relationships
first involves the development of algebraic relationships that are used to support the impli-
cations between them. As will be demonstrated through counterexamples, the equivalence
between the three framework properties seen in two dimensions does not extend to higher
dimensions due to the increased available planes of rotation.
This section is organized as follows. First, Chapter 6.2.1 relates infinitesimal rigidity
and bearing-rigidity. In Chapter 6.2.2, the implication between infinitesimal shape-similarity
and bearing-rigidity is established. Finally, Chapter 6.2.3 considers the relationship between
infinitesimal rigidity and infinitesimal shape-similarity.
6.2.1 Infinitesimal Rigidity and Bearing-Rigidity
Here, infinitesimal rigidity and infinitesimal bearing-rigidity are compared for frameworks
in Rd. In particular, an algebraic relationship is established that allows the bearing-rigidity
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matrix to be expressed in terms of the rigidity matrix. The algebraic expression between the
two matrices yields insight into the corresponding framework properties, and this insight
is then used to understand the implication between infinitesimal rigidity and infinitesimal
bearing-rigidity.
To begin, the algebraic relationship between the bearing-rigidity and rigidity matrices is
developed.
















Proof. Begin by examining the expression for RB(x) in (2.4); the diagonal matrix of scaled




























Distributing Hd and substituting the expression for RD(x) in (2.3) yields the expression for
RB(x) in (6.1).
The algebraic relationship presented in Thm. 6.2 merits discussion with respect to
the framework properties of infinitesimal bearing-rigidity and infinitesimal rigidity. As
described in the background information on these two properties in Chapter 2, frameworks
which are infinitesimally rigid render the framework invariant to infinitesimal translations
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and rotations by maintenance of the squared distances between vertices corresponding with
edges in the underlying graph. For infinitesimally bearing-rigid frameworks, the framework
is rendered invariant to infinitesimal translations and uniform scaling provided the bearings
associated with each edge in the graph are maintained.
Because of the nature of the constraints represented by each edge, the bearing-rigid
motions of translation and uniform scaling and the rigid motions of translation and rotation
are achieved in different ways; moreover, for frameworks that are not infinitesimally bearing-
rigid or not infinitesimally rigid, the available bearing preserving motions and distance
preserving motions are fundamentally different due to the differences in the time derivatives
of the bearings and squared distances respectively. Of all of the bearing preserving and
distance preserving motions, infinitesimal translations are the only motion shared; this is a
result of the incidence matrix, which appears on the right for both the rigidity and bearing-
rigidity matrices. From the algebraic relationship in (6.1), it is clear that infinitesimal
rotations are not in the nullspace of the bearing-rigidity matrix; infinitesimal uniform
scalings are not in the nullspace of the rigidity matrix, but are in the nullspace of the
bearing-rigidity matrix because Hdx = vec(zb) ∈ ker(diag(Qzb)). Acknowledging the
singular shared class of infinitesimal motions between infinitesimally rigid and bearing-
rigid frameworks, and noting the stark differences in all other motions that may be in the
nullspace of the corresponding matrices, the following lemmas are developed to support the
exploration of the comparison of these to framework properties.
The following lemma establishes the important skew-symmetric property of a particular
matrix that appears in central comparison of infinitesimal rigidity and infinitesimal bearing-
rigidity in this section.





, L⊗ Sβ is skew symmetric.
Proof. Because L is symmetric and Sβ is skew symmetric,
(L⊗ Sβ)> = (L> ⊗ S>β ) = −(L⊗ Sβ),
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so L⊗ Sβ is skew symmetric.
Now, it is established that the element-wise rotation of a vector of the infinitesimal
motions of vertices in a framework, which does not correspond with infinitesimal translation,
rotation, or uniform scaling, does not correspond with infinitesimal translation or rotation.
Lemma 6.4. Let v = [v>1 , . . . , v>d ]> ∈ Rdn. If v /∈ span{V t, V r, V s}, then w = (In ⊗






Proof. Consider the contrapositive, and suppose that w = (In ⊗ Sβ) ∈ span{V t, V r} for





; there are two cases.
First, suppose thatw = (1n⊗Sβ)v ∈ span{V r},which indicates thatw can be written as
















, not all zero, such that




= pβ(In ⊗ Sβ)x (6.2)





, v ∈ V s.
Second, suppose that w = [w>1 , . . . , w
>
n ]
> ∈ span{V t}, indicating that w can be written
as a linear combination of the vectors of V t; i.e., there exist some pi ∈ R, i = 1, . . . , d, not
all equal to zero, such that for all β = 1, . . . , d,
w = (In ⊗ Sβ)v =
d∑
i=1
pi(1n ⊗ ei). (6.3)
From the sparse structure of (1n ⊗ ei), (6.3) implies that w1 = . . . = wn. In order to hold





, (6.3) implies that v1 = . . . = vd, so v ∈ V t.





implies that v ∈
span{V t, V r, V s}, completing the contrapositive.
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Having presented the algebraic relationship in Thm. 6.2 and the supporting results in
Lem. 6.3 and Lem. 6.4, the main result of this section can now be stated.
Theorem 6.3. For frameworks G(x) for which x ∈ Rdn, if G(x) is infinitesimally rigid,
then G(x) is infinitesimally bearing-rigid.
Proof. Consider the contrapositive. If G(x) is not infinitesimally bearing-rigid, then there
exists infinitesimal motion v = [v>1 , . . . , v
>
n ]
> ∈ Rnd other than translation or uniform
scaling (i.e., v /∈ span{V t, V s}) such that RB(x)v = 0εd, or, equivalently, such that
diag(Qzb)Hdv = 0εd. Because ker(Hd) = V
t, and because v does not correspond with a
translation, v /∈ ker(Hd), so Hdv ∈ ker(diag(Qzb)). Writing Hdv = [h>1 , . . . , h>ε ]> ∈ Rεd,
for each hb, for b = 1, . . . , ε, Hdv ∈ ker(diag(Qzb)) implies that hb ∈ ker(Qzb); i.e., no
component hb of Hdv is orthogonal to the corresponding vector zb of vec(zb). Thus, by
assumption, v is not a uniform scaling, so it must be a non-uniform scaling.
Now, consider the non-trivial vector w formed by rotating each component vi, for i =
1, . . . , n, of v in one of the available planes of rotation, written as w = (In⊗Sβ)v, for some





. Because v /∈ span{V t, V s} and v ∈ ker(RB(x)), v /∈ span{V t, V r, V s},
which, by Lem. 6.4, implies that w /∈ span{V t, V r}; w corresponds with an infinitesimal
rotation of a subframework of G(x). By Lem. 6.3,
v>H>d Hdw = v
>Ld(In ⊗ Sβ)v = v>(L⊗ Sβ)v = 0.
Because Hdw = [g>1 , . . . , g
>
ε ]
> is orthogonal to Hdv, which has no component orthogonal
to corresponding components of vec(zb), each component vector gb, for b = 1, . . . , ε, is
orthogonal to the corresponding vector zb, yielding
RD(x)w = diag(z
>
b )Hdw = 0m,
which indicates that w preserves distances, but is not a translation or rotation of G(x). Thus,
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G(x) is not infinitesimally rigid, completing the contrapositive.
From Thm. 6.3, frameworks that are infinitesimally rigid are infinitesimally bearing-rigid
in any dimension greater than two. Interestingly, the converse does not hold for greater than
two dimensions, a fact that is shown in the following theorem.
Figure 6.1: As stated in Thm. 6.4, infinitesimal bearing-rigidity does not imply infinitesimal rigidity. The
framework pictured here is infinitesimally bearing-rigid, but is not infinitesimally rigid because motion of x2
along the red vectors preserves distances but is not a translation or rotation of the framework.
Theorem 6.4. For frameworks G(x) for which x ∈ Rdn where d > 2, infinitesimal bearing-
rigidity does not imply infinitesimal rigidity.
Proof. The statement will be proved by counter-example to the following statement: for
frameworks G(x) for which x ∈ Rdn where d > 2, infinitesimal bearing-rigidity implies
infinitesimal rigidity. The counter-example makes use of a cyclical framework of four
vertices in three dimensions, the dimension of the affine hull of which is three, i.e., the
four vertices are not in a plane. Such a framework is depicted in Figure 6.1, where for the























The framework is infinitesimally bearing-rigid, satisfying the rank condition on the
bearing-rigidity matrix in Thm. 2.2:
rank(RB(x)) = dn− d− 1 = 8.
In contrast, the rank condition on the rigidity matrix in Thm. 2.1 indicates that the rigidity
matrix must have rank equal to six, but in fact, for the framework depicted in Figure 6.1,
rank(RD(x)) = 4 < 6.
Thus, the framework is infinitesimally bearing-rigid, but not infinitesimally rigid, completing
the proof.
Having established the algebraic relationship between the bearing-rigidity and rigidity
matrices in Thm. 6.2, the fact that infinitesimal rigidity implies infinitesimal bearing-rigidity
in Thm. 6.3, and the fact that infinitesimal bearing-rigidity does not imply infinitesimal
rigidity in dimensions greater than two in Thm. 6.4, the comparison of infinitesimal bearing-
rigidity and infinitesimal rigidity is complete.
6.2.2 Infinitesimal Shape-Similarity and Bearing-Rigidity
Here, infinitesimal shape-similarity and infinitesimal bearing-rigidity are examined to under-
stand the underlying relationship between these two framework properties in greater than
two dimensions. To begin, an algebraic relationship between the shape-similarity matrix
and the bearing-rigidity matrix is examined; this expression allows the shape-similarity
matrix to be expressed in terms of the bearing-rigidity matrix, which is useful for relating
the types of angle preserving and bearing preserving infinitesimal motions of the framework.
After developing this algebraic relationship and commenting on the types of motions shared
between angle and bearing constrained frameworks, the underlying implication between the
two properties is stated.
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The following expression relates the shape-similarity and bearing-rigidity matrices.
Theorem 6.5. The shape-similarity matrix RS(x) can be expressed in terms of the bearing-






Proof. The expression in Thm. 6.5 follows from the development of the shape-similarity
matrix in Chapter 3 and the development of the bearing-rigidity matrix, described in Chap-
ter 2. To derive the shape-similarity matrix, the angle-constraint function was originally
differentiated with respect to the vertex positions; instead, differentiating with respect to the







Because fB = vec ẑb, and because ddt vec(ẑb) = RB(x)ẋ, the expression in (6.4) imme-
diately follows, where ΓS(x) is invertible because the framework is non-degenerate by
assumption.
Having developed the algebraic expression in (6.4) to relate the shape-similarity and
bearing-rigidity matrices, the similarity and differences in the available angle and bearing
preserving motions can be discussed. Recall that for frameworks which are infinitesimally
shape-similar, the framework is rendered invariant to infinitesimal translations, rotations, and
uniform scalings while preserving the angles of the framework; for infinitesimally bearing-
rigid frameworks, bearing maintenance renders the framework invariant to infinitesimal
translations and uniform scaling. Notably, both properties exhibit invariance to translation
and uniform scaling, so a relationship between the two seems likely. In fact, the algebraic
relationship proposed in Thm. 6.5 can be used to reveal the underlying implication between
them.
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Theorem 6.6. For all frameworks G(x) in Rd, i.e. frameworks for which x ∈ Rdn, if G(x)
is infinitesimally shape-similar, then G(x) is infinitesimally bearing-rigid.
Proof. Consider the contrapositive. Suppose G(x) is not infinitesimally bearing-rigid;
then, there exists some vector v ∈ Rnd such that v /∈ span{V t, V s} and v ∈ ker(RB(x));
such vectors correspond with non-uniform scaling. Because v ∈ ker(RB(x)), v /∈ V r.
Furthermore, by the algebraic relationship in Thm. 6.5, v ∈ ker(RB(x)) implies that v ∈
ker(RS(x)), so G(x) is not infinitesimally shape-similar, completing the contrapositive.
Together with Thm. 6.3, Thm. 6.6 suggests that infinitesimal bearing-rigidity is the
weakest of the three framework properties. Of significance to the exploration of the interplay
between network topology and interaction modalities in a multi-robot team, a consequence
of Thm. 6.3 and Thm. 6.6 is that in dimensions greater than two, fewer edges, and, therefore,
fewer bearings, are required to ensure that a framework is infinitesimally bearing-rigid than
the number of distances and angles as required by infinitesimal rigidity and shape-similarity
respectively.
Interestingly, as with infinitesimal bearing-rigidity and rigidity, the converse of Thm. 6.6
does not hold, a fact which is captured by the following statement.
Figure 6.2: As stated in Thm. 6.7, infinitesimal bearing-rigidity does not imply infinitesimal shape-similarity.
The framework pictured here is infinitesimally bearing-rigid, but is not infinitesimally shape-similar.
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Theorem 6.7. For frameworks G(x) for which x ∈ Rdn where d > 2, infinitesimal bearing-
rigidity does not imply infinitesimal shape-similarity.
Proof. The statement will be proved by counter-example to the following statement: for
frameworks G(x) for which x ∈ Rdn where d > 2, infinitesimal bearing-rigidity implies
infinitesimal shape-similarity. The counter-example makes use of a cyclical framework of
four vertices in three dimensions, the dimension of the affine hull of which is three, i.e., the
four vertices are not in a plane. Such a framework is depicted in Figure 6.2, where for the






















The framework is infinitesimally bearing-rigid, satisfying the rank condition on the
bearing-rigidity matrix in Thm. 2.2:
rank(RB(x)) = dn− d− 1 = 8.
In contrast, the rank condition on the shape-similarity matrix in Thm. 3.3 indicates that the
shape-similarity matrix must have rank equal to five, but in fact, for the framework depicted
in Figure 6.2,
rank(RD(x)) = 4 < 5.
Thus, the framework is infinitesimally bearing-rigid, but not infinitesimally shape-similar,
completing the proof.
With Thm. 6.6 and Thm. 6.7, it can be concluded that in dimensions greater than two,
infinitesimal shape-similarity implies that the framework is infinitesimally bearing-rigid,
and not the converse. Connecting this relationship to the algebraic relationship presented in
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Thm. 6.5 yields the following observation. From (6.4), the nullspace of the shape-similarity












When the framework is not infinitesimally bearing-rigid, it is clear from (6.5) and from
the proof of Thm. 6.6 that the framework is not infinitesimally shape-similar. However,
when the framework is infinitesimally bearing-rigid, it is not clear whether the framework
is infinitesimally shape-similar; in order for such a framework to be infinitesimally shape-





and range(RB(x)) is spanned
by the vectors of V r corresponding with infinitesimal rotations of the framework.
6.2.3 Infinitesimal Rigidity and Shape-Similarity
Here, the relationship between the frameworks properties of infinitesimal shape-similarity
and infinitesimal rigidity are considered. First, an algebraic relationship between the shape-
similarity and rigidity matrices is developed by exploiting the expressions in Thm. 6.1,
for writing the bearing-rigidity matrix in terms of the rigidity matrix, and Thm. 6.5, for
writing the shape-similarity matrix in terms of the bearing-rigidity matrix. After developing
this algebraic relationship, the implication between infinitesimal rigidity and infinitesimal
shape-similarity is considered.
To begin, the algebraic relationship between the shape-similarity matrix and the rigidity
matrix is first developed.





















Proof. The expression in (6.6) follows by substituting the expression for the bearing-rigidity
matrix in terms of the rigidity matrix in (6.1) into the expression in (6.4) for the shape-
similarity matrix in terms of the bearing-rigidity matrix.
Having developed the algebraic expression that allows the shape-similarity matrix to
be written in terms of the rigidity matrix, the relationship between these two framework
properties can be explored. In particular, unlike the two-dimensional case, the following
statement indicates that infinitesimal shape-similarity does not imply infinitesimal rigidity
in dimensions greater than two.
 
Figure 6.3: As stated in Thm. 6.9, infinitesimal shape-similarity does not imply infinitesimal rigidity. The
framework pictured here is infinitesimally shape-similar, but is not infinitesimally rigid because motion of x2
along the red vectors preserves distances but is not a translation or rotation of the framework.
Theorem 6.9. For frameworks G(x) for which x ∈ Rdn where d > 2, infinitesimal shape-
similarity does not imply infinitesimal rigidity.
Proof. The statement will be proved by counter-example to the following statement: for
frameworks G(x) for which x ∈ Rdn where d > 2, infinitesimal shape-similarity implies
infinitesimal rigidity. The counter-example makes use of a framework of four vertices in
three dimensions, the dimension of the affine hull of which is three, i.e., the four vertices are
not in a plane. The edge-set is given as follows:
E = {(1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 4), (1, 4), (1, 3)}.
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Such a framework is depicted in Figure 6.1, where for the purpose of illustration, the vertices






















The framework is infinitesimally shape-similar, satisfying the rank condition on the
shape-similarity matrix Thm. 3.3, and in particular, the rank condition in Cor. 3.3.1 for




(d(d+ 1))− 1 = 5.
In contrast, the rank condition on the rigidity matrix in Thm. 2.1 indicates that the rigidity
matrix must have rank equal to six, but in fact, for the framework depicted in Figure 6.1,
rank(RD(x)) = 5 < 6.
Thus, the framework is infinitesimally shape-similar, but not infinitesimally rigid, completing
the proof.
The statement in Thm. 6.9 demonstrably shows that infinitesimal shape-similarity does
not imply that a framework is infinitesimally rigid in higher than two dimensions. It is
conjectured that infinitesimal rigidity implies infinitesimal shape-similarity.
6.3 Summary of Conclusions
The purpose of this chapter was to explore the role of network topology and the interaction
modalities used to specify and constrain a multi-robot formation. In particular, this chapter
served to expose the underlying relationships between the framework properties of infinites-
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imal rigidity, bearing-rigidity, and shape-similarity, which are relevant to the central thesis
topic when considering, respectively, interaction modalities based on distance, bearing, and
angle maintenance in formation.
The results of this chapter began by revealing an important property of the plane, to
which the relationships between the framework properties were sensitive. In particular, it was
found that infinitesimal rigidity, bearing-rigidity, and shape-similarity are equivalent in the
plane, and it was argued that the fact that there is a single plane in which vectors can rotate
is central in this relationship; this finding is significant to teams of mobile ground robots,
which are assumed in this thesis to operate in the plane. Notably, when seeking frameworks
in the plane with a particular property, such as infinitesimal shape-similarity or infinitesimal
bearing-rigidity, existing methods of finding infinitesimally rigid frameworks equivalently
yield frameworks that are infinitesimally bearing-rigid and infinitesimally shape-similar.
In higher than two dimensions, the relationships between these three framework proper-
ties were explored. Algebraic relationships were found which allowed the bearing-rigidity
and shape-similarity matrices to be expressed in terms of the rigidity matrix. Furthermore,
it was shown that infinitesimal rigidity implies infinitesimal bearing-rigidity, and that in-
finitesimal shape-similarity implies infinitesimal bearing-rigidity. It was also shown that the
three framework properties are not equivalent in higher dimensions. Thus, the relationship
between these framework properties has been explored for three and higher dimensions.
The understanding of the relationships between the three framework properties presented
by this chapter is significant in the exploration of the interplay between network topology and
the interaction modalities of a multi-robot formation. In particular, each of these framework
properties concerns the role of the underlying graph topology induced by maintaining a
particular set of inter-vertex constraints, which requires a particular interaction modality.
When considering formations composed of heterogeneous constraints, the relationships
between these framework properties bear significance in determining the types of formations
that can be achieved under these heterogeneous constraints, the available motions to such
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formations, and the efficacy of particular control strategies that can be employed to leverage
this heterogeneity. Extending the discussion in this regard, the results of this chapter are
composed with the case-study in the importance of heterogeneous interaction modalities in
Chapter 5 and the controller-synthesis approach to formation control of Chapter 4 in the
consideration of formations with heterogeneous constraints following in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 7
FORMATIONS WITH HETEROGENEOUS CONSTRAINTS
In this chapter, formation control of frameworks specified by heterogeneous constraints
is considered as a mechanism to drive the discussion on the interplay between network
topology and the interaction modalities available in a multi-robot team. As such, this chapter
is a culmination of the results presented in the previous chapters of this thesis: the controller-
synthesis approach to formation control in Chapter 4 is revisited for infinitesimally rigid and
bearing-rigid formations; the utility of heterogeneity described in Chapter 5 motivates the
characterization of formations specified by heterogeneous constraints; and the relationship
between the framework properties of infinitesimal rigidity, bearing-rigidity, and shape-
similarity in Chapter 6 support the design of formation-control strategies for frameworks
leveraging this source of heterogeneity. In addition to these topics, the issue of constraint
violation is addressed to consider situations when the constraints defining the formation
should be violated and to suggest a mechanism for balancing the objective of maintaining
the formation against other objectives of the team.
This chapter is structured as follows. Beginning in Chapter 7.1, the controller synthesis
technique posed in Chapter 4 is formulated for control of infinitesimally rigid and bearing-
rigid frameworks. In particular, the focus of this section is not the development of novel
methods of formation control of infinitesimally rigid or bearing-rigid frameworks; rather,
the developments of Chapter 4 are mirrored to explicitly investigate differences in formation
control that arise due to distance and bearing constraints as compared to angle constraints. In
Chapter 7.2, formations which are specified by heterogeneous constraints are characterized
using the background information on infinitesimal rigidity and bearing-rigidity provided
in Chapter 2 and the development of infinitesimal shape-similarity in Chapter 3. With
this characterization, a controller-synthesis approach to control of formations of robots
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specified by heterogeneous constraints is detailed in Chapter 7.3, and a demonstration of
this approach on a team of differential-drive robots is provided in Chapter 7.3.1. Based on
this controller-synthesis approach, the issue of constraint violation is posed in Chapter 7.4,
and a demonstration of the proposed constraint violation mechanism is demonstrated on
a team of differential-drive robots in Chapter 7.4.1. Finally, Chapter 7.5 summarizes the
conclusions of this chapter.
7.1 Synthesized Controllers for Rigid and Bearing-Rigid Frameworks
In this section, the process of developing the controller-synthesis approach to formation
control of infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks is repeated for infinitesimally rigid
and bearing-rigid frameworks to examine the differences in formation control and the
induced interaction modalities that arise due to the maintenance of distances and bearings as
opposed to angles. As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, because the purpose
of this section is to investigate the significance of particular constraints on formation
control rather than the development of formation controllers themselves, the structure of
this section mirrors that of Chapter 4. With this regard, supporting formation controllers
for formation stabilization of infinitesimally rigid and bearing-rigid frameworks are first
presented to highlight the differences induced by the maintenance of distances and bearings
respectively. Then, the controller-synthesis approach to formation control of infinitesimally
shape-similar frameworks presented in Chapter 4 is formulated for control of infinitesimally
rigid and bearing-rigid frameworks to support subsequent efforts in control of frameworks
with heterogeneous distance, bearing, and angle constraints. In summary, the controllers
presented in this section mirror the structure and developments presented in Chapter 4,
and the emphasis of this section is completeness in the presentation of the controllers
for frameworks with homogeneous constraints and demonstration of the extensibility and
applicability of the controller-synthesis approach.
This section is organized as follows. Chapter 7.1.1 considers control of infinitesimally
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rigid frameworks while Chapter 7.1.2 considers control of infinitesimally bearing-rigid
frameworks. In each subsection, an error system corresponding with the relevant constraints
is first defined. Then, formation controllers that asymptotically stabilize these error systems
are designed. Finally, the controller-synthesis approach is introduced, and simulations
demonstrate the method.
7.1.1 Control of Infinitesimally Rigid Frameworks
Here, control of infinitesimally rigid frameworks is considered. Corresponding with the
approach taken to control of infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks in Chapter 4, an error
system for frameworks specified by distances is first introduced. Asymptotic controllers for
formation stabilization are presented before introducing the controller-synthesis approach,
which is first demonstrated in simulation before commenting on the induced sensing and
communication requirements. A demonstration of the synthesized controller by a team
of differential-drive robots described by an infinitesimally rigid framework concludes the
consideration of control of frameworks specified by distances.
The Distance-Error System
For the purpose of this subsection, the following assumptions are made. The dynamics
of the vertices are modelled as single integrators such that ẋ = u. Frameworks G(x) are
assumed to be infinitesimally rigid as in Def. 2.5. As such, the rigidity matrices RD(x) of
these frameworks satisfy the rank condition of Thm. 2.1, indicating that each has exactly
qD = rank(RD(x)) ≤ ε linearly independent rows. Because G(x) is infinitesimally rigid,
maintaining the qD independent distances, which correspond with these linearly independent
rows, ensures that fD(x) is invariant for distance preserving ẋ. Thus, define the independent
distance set ÊD to be the set of qD edges of G corresponding with the linearly independent
rows of RD(x); corresponding with this edge set, let N̂i be the independent neighbors
of vertex i, which are those vertices which share an edge in ÊD with vertex i. Similarly,
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define the independent distance function to be f̂D : Rnd → RqD such that f̂D(x) is the
vector of independent distances. The time derivative of the independent distance function is
d
dt
f̂D(x) = R̂D(x)u following the development of infinitesimal rigidity in Chapter 2.
In terms of the independent distances, the desired configuration of the vertices is given by
f ∗D ∈ RqD , where this vector is assumed to be geometrically viable. With this construction,
the error between the current and desired distances is
eD(x) = [eD,1(x), . . . , eD,qD(x)]
> = f ∗D − f̂D(x);
the ordering of the errors eD,b(x) is arbitrary, and it will occasionally be convenient to





f̂D(x) = −R̂D(x)u. (7.1)
The stabilizing controllers for this distance-error system are now introduced.
Formation Stabilization
Here, a controller that asymptotically stabilizes the origin of the distance-error system is
presented.
Theorem 7.1. Let G(x) be an infinitesimally rigid framework for which eD(x) ∈ D = RqD ;
under
u = R̂>D(x)eD(x), (7.2)
the origin of the distance-error system in (7.1), eD(x) = 0, is locally asymptotically stable.






which satisfies VD(eD(x)) > 0 for eD(x) ∈ D−{0} and has the time derivative V̇D(eD(x)) =




u = −e>D(x)R̂D(x)u. (7.4)
Further substituting the controller in (7.2) into (7.4), yields
V̇D(eD(x)) = −e>D(x)R̂D(x)R̂>D(x)eD(x).
For eD(x) ∈ D, R̂D(x) is full rank, so R̂D(x)R̂>D(x)  0. Thus,
V̇D(eD(x)) = −‖R̂>D(x)eD(x)‖ < 0
for eD(x) ∈ D − {0}, so eD(x) = 0 is locally asymptotically stable.
As it is presented in Thm. 7.1, the controller in (7.2) can be separated into the individual











which, compared to the expression for the formation stabilizing controller for infinitesimally
shape-similar frameworks in (4.8), is decidedly simpler. Interestingly, and relevant to the
exploration of the interplay between network topology and the interaction modalities in a
multi-robot team, the simplicity of this expression as compared to the formation-stabilization
controller for infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks in (4.8) is derived from a fundamental
difference between distances and angles—distance constraints are pair-wise, while angle




Here, the controller-synthesis approach to formation control of infinitesimally rigid frame-
works is presented. As in Chapter 4, a validating controller, which exponentially stabilizes
the origin of the distance-error system with a fixed convergence rate is first presented.









the origin of the distance-error system in (7.1), eD(x) = 0, is locally exponentially stable.
Proof. Consider the Lyapunov function in (7.3), the time derivative of which is given in
(7.4). For eD(x) ∈ D, R̂D(x) is full row-rank, so the matrix R̂D(x)R̂>D(x) is invertible;
substitution of the expression in (7.6) yields V̇D(x) = −‖eD(x)‖2 ≤ −2VD(x), so eD(x) =
0 is locally exponentially stable.
The controller in (7.6) is a validating controller to the following QP, the solution to











where unom is a nominal controller for the formation, and ρD ∈ R+ is a parameter that can
be chosen to affect convergence of the distance-error to the origin. The solution to (7.7)
ensures exponential stability of the origin of the distance-error system, thereby ensuring that
the desired distances are achieved, while admitting higher-level objectives encoded through
the nominal controller.
The structure of the CLF constraint of (7.7) and the rigidity matrix can be exploited to
formulate individual controller-synthesis problems for each robot that ensure satisfaction of
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the original inequality in (7.7). Towards this formulation, consider the CLF in (7.3), which






















For each robot, the synthesized controller is given by





















By the following lemma, if the inequality constraint of (7.10) is satisfied for each robot in
the formation, then the original inequality constraint of (7.7) is satisfied.
Lemma 7.1. For i = 1, . . . , n, if each ui satisfies the inequality constraint of (7.10), then


















Figure 7.1: (Left) Along the red trajectories as opacity increases, four vertices in an infinitesimally rigid
framework execute the synthesized controller in (7.10), translating and rotating until reaching their final
positions (red dots); the black lines indicate the network topology. (Right) The Lyapunov function in (7.3)

























Having shown that satisfying the inequality constraints of (7.10) amount to satisfying
the inequality constraint of (7.7), the following can be stated as a direct result of Lem. 7.1.
Theorem 7.3. Suppose the synthesized controllers u∗i of (7.10) exist for each i = 1, . . . , n.
Under u∗ = [u∗>1 , . . . , u
∗>
n ]
>, the origin of the distance-error system in (7.1), eD(x) = 0, is
locally exponentially stable.
Demonstrating the synthesized controller in (7.10), the MATLAB simulation in Fig-
ure 7.1 shows the trajectory of four vertices executing the synthesized controller for a
nominal control input which is the difference between the desired and current positions of
the vertices.
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Sensing and Communication Requirements
To conclude the introduction of the controller-synthesis approach to formation control of
infinitesimally rigid frameworks considered in this chapter, the implications of the designed
formation controllers on the sensing and communication requirements are presented. In
particular, the asymptotic controller in (7.5) and the controller-synthesis approach in (7.10)
are examined. In each controller, the partial derivative of the distance-constraint function
with respect to each robot position plays a central role in determining the interaction
modalities required of the robots. From the partial derivative ∂f̂D(x)
∂xi
, it can be concluded from
the structure of the rigidity matrix that each robot must be capable of measuring the distance
and bearing to each of its neighbors, but communication is not necessary. As commented
previously, relative to the induced interaction modalities of the controller-synthesis approach
to formation control of infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks, formation control of
distance constrained formations as described here does not require communication to achieve
formation stabilization because distance constraints are pair-wise, while angle constraints
are triple-wise.
Robotarium Demonstration
To demonstrate the controller-synthesis approach to formation control of teams of robots
described by infinitesimally rigid frameworks, the controller synthesized by solving (7.7)
was deployed on a team of five differential-drive robots in the Robotarium. Beginning from
the top left, where the robots are initialized, and proceeding in the numbered sequence,
Figure 7.2 contains stills taken from a demonstration in which the robots execute the
synthesized controller to exponentially stabilize the origin of the distance-error system. The
synthesized controller is a minimal modification of the nominal controller subject to the
CLF inequality constraint. In the demonstration shown in Figure 7.2, the nominal controller
is a proportional controller taken to be the difference from the centroid of the robot positions
and a desired location; this controller, were it applied to each robot, would not stabilize
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Figure 7.2: The formation controller synthesized by solving (7.7) to exponentially stabilize the origin of the
distance-error system was executed by a team of five differential-drive robots described by an infinitesimally
rigid framework in the Robotarium. Along the numbered sequence, the robots are initialized and execute the
synthesized controller under a nominal controller that directs the high-level motion of the team. In the bottom
right, the squared norm of the distance error is shown, quantifying the success of the controller-synthesis
formation-control strategy.
the origin of the distance-error system, but because of the CLF constraint, as shown in
the bottom right image of the figure, the squared norm of the distance error converges to
zero as intended despite measurement error in the overhead motion-tracking system and
the non-holonomic nature and low-level motor controllers of the differential-drive robots,
mitigated in part by the use of the near-identity diffeomorphism given in (2.6).
7.1.2 Control of Infinitesimally Bearing-Rigid Frameworks
Here, control of infinitesimally bearing-rigid frameworks is considered. As in the previous
subsection, the development mirrors that of the approach taken to control of infinitesimally
shape-similar frameworks in Chapter 4 for completeness in the presentation of the het-
erogeneous approach to formation control presented later in this chapter. As such, this
subsection begins with the introduction of an error system for frameworks specified by
bearings. Asymptotic controllers for formation stabilization are presented before introducing
the controller-synthesis approach, which is demonstrated in simulation. Comments on the
sensing and communication requirements of this approach conclude the consideration of
control of frameworks specified by bearings.
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The Bearing-Error System
As in the previous presentations, the following assumptions are made. The dynamics of
the vertices are modelled as single integrators such that ẋ = u. Here, frameworks G(x) are
assumed to be infinitesimally bearing-rigid as in Def. 2.7. As such, the bearing-rigidity
matrices RB(x) of these frameworks satisfy the rank condition of Thm. 2.2. Because G(x)
is infinitesimally bearing-rigid, maintaining the qB independent bearings, which correspond
with those bearings whose removal decreases the rank of the bearing-rigidity matrix, ensures
that fB(x) is invariant for bearing preserving ẋ. Thus, define the independent bearing set ÊB
to be the set of qB edges of G corresponding with the independent bearings; associated with
this edge set, let N̂i be the independent neighbors of vertex i, which are those vertices which
share an edge in ÊB with vertex i. Similarly, define the independent bearing function to be
f̂B : Rnd → RdqB such that f̂B(x) is the vector of independent bearings. The time derivative
of the independent bearing function is d
dt
f̂B(x) = R̂B(x)u following the development of
infinitesimal bearing-rigidity in Chapter 2.
In terms of the independent bearings, the desired configuration of the vertices is given by
f ∗B ∈ RdqB , where this vector is assumed to be geometrically viable. With this construction,
the error between the current and desired bearings is
eB(x) = [e
>
B,1(x), . . . , e
>
B,qB
(x)]> = f ∗B − f̂B(x);
the ordering of the errors eB,b(x) is arbitrary, and it will occasionally be convenient to refer-
ence the error corresponding to the edge (i, j) by eB,(i,j)(x), where eB,(i,j)(x) = −eB,(j,i)(x)
because it is signed. Note that unlike the angle-error and distance-error, eB(x) is a vector of





f̂B(x) = −R̂B(x)u. (7.11)
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The stabilizing controllers for this bearing-error system are now introduced.
Formation Stabilization
Here, a controller that stabilizes the origin of the bearing-error system is presented. In this
presentation, the same formulation used to develop the formation-stabilization controllers
for distance and angle-constrained frameworks is used.
Theorem 7.4. Let G(x) be an infinitesimally bearing-rigid framework for which eB(x) ∈
D = {eB(x) ∈ RdqB |ẑ>b êB,b(x) > −1 ∀b = 1, . . . , qB}; under
u = R̂>B(x)eB(x), (7.12)
the origin of the bearing-error system in (7.11), eB(x) = 0, is locally asymptotically stable.





which satisfies VB(eB(x)) > 0 for eB(x) ∈ D−{0} and has the time derivative V̇B(eB(x)) =




u = −e>B(x)R̂B(x)u. (7.14)
Further substituting the controller in (7.12) into (7.14), yields
V̇B(eB(x)) = −e>B(x)R̂B(x)R̂>B(x)eB(x).
Because R̂B(x) is not full rank, R̂B(x)R̂>B(x)  0; however, for eB(x) ∈ D, R>B(x)eB(x)
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is equal to zero only when eB(x) is trivial. Thus,
V̇B(eB(x)) = −‖R̂>B(x)eB(x)‖ < 0
for eB(x) ∈ D − {0}, so eB(x) = 0 is locally asymptotically stable.
The asymptotically stabilizing controller for bearing-constrained frameworks is pre-
sented for the following reasons. Foremost, the purpose of this presentation is to compare
directly with the controllers for angle-constrained frameworks in Chapter 4 rather than to
simply develop controllers for infinitesimally bearing-rigid frameworks, effective examples
of which can be found in works such as [57]. In mirroring the structure of these develop-
ments, fundamental differences between angle-maintenance and bearing-maintenance can
be explored. As it is presented in Thm. 7.4, the controller in (7.12) can be separated into the













Like the asymptotic controller for formation control of infinitesimally rigid frameworks in
(7.5), compared to the expression for the formation stabilizing controller for infinitesimally
shape-similar frameworks in (4.8), the controller in (7.15) is decidedly simpler because
bearing constraints, like distance constraints, are pair-wise rather than triple-wise in the case
of angle constraints. However, unlike the asymptotic controller for formation stabilization
of infinitesimally rigid frameworks in (7.5), the error terms eB,(i,j)(x) in (7.15) are vectors
that must be represented in local coordinate frame.
Controller Synthesis
Here, the controller-synthesis approach to formation control of infinitesimally bearing-rigid
frameworks is presented. Consider the following QP, the solution to which is the synthesized
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where unom is a nominal controller for the formation, and ρB ∈ R+ is a parameter that can
be chosen to affect convergence of the bearing-error to the origin. Solutions to (7.16), if they
exist, ensure exponential stability of the origin of the bearing-error system, thereby ensuring
that the desired bearings are achieved while admitting higher-level objectives, which are
encoded through the nominal controller.
The structure of the CLF constraint of (7.16) and the bearing-rigidity matrix can be
exploited to formulate individual controller-synthesis problems for each robot that ensure
satisfaction of the original inequality in (7.16). Towards this formulation, consider the CLF





















For each robot, the synthesized controller is given by





















By the following lemma, if the inequality constraint of (7.19) is satisfied for each robot in
the formation, then the original inequality constraint of (7.16) is satisfied.
Lemma 7.2. For i = 1, . . . , n, if each ui satisfies the inequality constraint of (7.19), then







































Having shown that satisfying the inequality constraints of (7.19) amount to satisfying
the inequality constraint of (7.16), the following can be stated as a direct result of Lem. 7.2.
Theorem 7.5. Suppose the synthesized controllers u∗i of (7.19) exist for each i = 1, . . . , n.
Under u∗ = [u∗>1 , . . . , u
∗>
n ]
>, the origin of the bearing-error system in (7.11), eB(x) = 0, is
locally exponentially stable.
Demonstrating the synthesized controller in (7.19), the MATLAB simulation in Fig-
ure 7.3 shows the trajectory of four vertices executing the synthesized controller for a
nominal control input which is the difference between the desired and current positions of
the vertices.
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Figure 7.3: (Left) Along the red trajectories as opacity increases, four vertices in an infinitesimally bearing-
rigid framework execute the synthesized controller in (7.19), translating and scaling until reaching their final
positions (red dots); the black lines indicate the network topology. (Right) The Lyapunov function in (7.13)
converges to zero as expected.
Sensing and Communication Requirements
To conclude the introduction of the controller-synthesis approach to formation control of
infinitesimally bearing-rigid frameworks considered in this chapter, the implications of
the designed formation controllers on the sensing and communication requirements are
presented. In particular, the asymptotic controller in (7.15) and the controller-synthesis
approach in (7.19) are examined. In each controller, the partial derivative of the bearing-
constraint function with respect to each robot position plays a central role in determining
the interaction modalities required of the robots. From the partial derivative ∂f̂B(x)
∂xi
, it can
be concluded from the structure of the bearing-rigidity matrix that each robot must be
capable of measuring the distances and bearings to its neighbors. It is worth noting that the
formation-stabilization controller in (7.15) can be made to be bearing-only by removing
the distance term as done in [57]; however, it is unclear whether such a modification
can be made to the CLF in (7.19) while preserving exponential stability. As commented
previously, relative to the induced interaction modalities of the controller-synthesis approach
to formation control of infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks, formation control of
bearing constrained formations as described here does not require communication to achieve
formation stabilization because bearing constraints are pair-wise, while angle constraints are
triple-wise. However, unlike the error systems of distance and angle constrained frameworks,
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bearing-errors are vectors that must be written in the local coordinate frames of each vertex
when executing the controllers in (7.15) and (7.19).
7.2 Formations Characterized by Heterogeneous Constraints
In this section, the background information on infinitesimal rigidity and infinitesimal bearing-
rigidity in Chapter 2, the developments of infinitesimal shape-similarity in Chapter 3, and
the relationships between these three framework properties described in Chapter 6 are
used to understand formations characterized by heterogeneous constraints. As suggested
by the reference to prior chapters, the subject of heterogeneous constraints in multi-robot
formations is relevant in the exploration of network topology and the interaction modalities
available in a multi-robot team.
To begin, the characterization of formations with heterogeneous constraints is first
presented. Then, using the tools afforded in Chapter 2, Chapter 3, and Chapter 6, the
central research question posed in Chapter 3 regarding the available motions of frameworks
constrained by angle maintenance is posed for frameworks in which distances, bearings, and
angles are maintained. After determining the available motions of formations characterized
by heterogeneous constraints, Chapter 7.3 adapts the controller-synthesis approach described
in Chapter 4 and Chapter 7.1 to formation control of such frameworks, and suggests methods
of applying this technique to leverage the available motions of infinitesimally rigid, bearing-
rigid, and shape-similar frameworks.
In this work, heterogeneous constraints refer to the desired quantities of the formation to
be maintained. Here, consideration of such constraints is limited to inter-robot distances,
bearings, and angles, but generally, the approach described here could apply to functions of
the relative robot states at large. These distances, bearings, and angles serve in two ways:
first, they specify the desired embedding of the formation in terms of the relative positions
of the robots; second, when these quantities are maintained, they constrain the motion of the
formation. For these reasons, the inter-robot distances, bearings, and angles considered here
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are referred to as heterogeneous constraints.
Consideration of formations specified by heterogeneous constraints has been considered
in the literature. In particular, the initialism described in [83] suggests a structured method
of accounting for heterogeneous distance and bearing constraints. In [84], [85], and [86], the
approach of [83] is adopted, and asymptotic formation-stabilization controllers for frame-
works with heterogeneous constraints are described. In the remainder of this subsection, the
approach presented by [83] is modified to include consideration of frameworks constrained
by distances, bearings, and angles. In addition to consideration of angle constraints, the
focus of the presentation of this thesis differs from that of [83] in that characterization of
the available motions of heterogeneously constrained frameworks, and exploitation of these
motions through controller synthesis, are the principle subject of this chapter.
To characterize formations of robots through these heterogeneous constraints, the
distance-constraint, bearing-constraint, and angle-constraint functions are used. Because
these functions can be applied over certain sub-frameworks of G(x), rather than the entire
framework as considered previously in the characterization of formations by homogeneous
constraints, care must be taken to precisely indicate to which sub-frameworks these con-
straints apply. Thus, the following notation is introduced. Let GD(x) be the sub-framework
of G(x) constrained by distances; let GB(x) be the sub-framework of G(x) constrained
by bearings, and let GS(x) be the sub-framework of G(x) constrained by angles. The
framework G(x) is assumed to be given by union of these sub-frameworks; i.e.,
G(x) = GD(x) ∪GB(x) ∪GS(x).
Using this subscript convention, the constraint functions fD, fB, and fS, introduced previ-
ously, can be used in reference to the sub-frameworks over which they are defined without
ambiguity. Similarly, the graphs, the vertex, edge, and angle sets can be referenced.
Towards describing the available motions of frameworks characterized by heterogeneous
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 ∈ R|ED|+d|EB |+|ΘS | (7.20)
is the vector of distances, bearings, and angles corresponding with the particular sub-
frameworks GD(x), GB(x), and GS(x) of G(x).
As with the development of infinitesimal rigidity, bearing-rigidity, and shape-similarity,
of central interest are those infinitesimal motions of the framework which maintain the
heterogeneous constraints. Thus, consider motions for f(x) is invariant, which using the
background information in Chapter 2 on infinitesimal rigidity and infinitesimal bearing-
rigidity, and the developments in Chapter 3 on infinitesimal shape-similarity, can be written
in terms of the rigidity, bearing-rigidity, and shape-similarity matrices as follows:
d
dt





 ẋ = 0, (7.21)
where R(x) ∈ R(|ED|+|EB |+|ΘS |)×nd is henceforth referred to as the constraint matrix, which
is the same terminology adopted by [83]. The expression in (7.21) yields the following
result, which describes the available motions of formations characterized by heterogeneous
constraints.
Theorem 7.6. For frameworks G(x) = GD(x) ∪ GB(x) ∪ GS(x), the nullspace of the
constraint matrix, ker(R(x)) = ker(RD(x)) ∩ ker(RB(x)) ∩ ker(RS(x)) is the space of
infinitesimal motions of the framework which render f(x) invariant.
To further characterize the types of formations that can be achieved while ensuring that
the heterogeneous constraints represented by the constraint function are rendered invariant,
the following framework property is defined.
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Definition 7.1. A frameworkG(x) is well-constrained with respect to the constraint function
f(x) if and only if the rank of the constraint matrix ∂f(x)
∂x
achieves its maximum.
The definition of well-constrained frameworks bears a few noteworthy comments. First,
for constraint functions which consist of the squared norms of inter-vertex positions, if the
framework is well-constrained, then, equivalently, it is infinitesimally rigid; similarly, this
holds for infinitesimally bearing-rigid and infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks with
their corresponding constraint functions respectively—as such, the definition in Def. 7.1
is a generalized framework property. Second, well-constrained frameworks represent a
large class of frameworks of interest. For example, a framework which is a maximally
outerplane graph as in Chapter 5 is infinitesimally shape-similar, and thus well-constrained
with respect to the angle-constraint function of the framework. Notably, if the constraint
function of the maximally outerplane graph is taken to be the angle-constraint function
together with a single squared norm between adjacent vertex positions in the framework, the
framework remains well-constrained, but the available motions of the framework are reduced
to infinitesimal translations and rotations. Because of the maintained distance, these motions
do not include infinitesimal uniform scaling; this observation is central in the characterization
of frameworks with heterogeneous constraints. With respect to the constraint function in
(7.20), and with regards to the definition of well-constrained frameworks in Def. 7.1, the
following theorem introduces a rank condition on the constraint matrix to characterize the
available motions of frameworks with heterogeneous constraints.
Theorem 7.7. A framework G(x) = GD(x) ∪ GB(x) ∪ GS(x) with constraint function





> is well-constrained if and only if
rank(R(x)) = nd− d.
Proof. The proof follows from Thm. 7.6 and from the properties of infinitesimal rigidity,
bearing-rigidity, and shape-similarity. The least dimension of ker(R(x)) = ker(RD(x)) ∩
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ker(RB(x)) ∩ ker(RS(x)) is d, corresponding with a framework in which infinitesimal
translations are the only constraint satisfying motions. If the framework is well-constrained,
then the rank of the constraint matrix is maximized, indicating that the nullspace achieves
is minimum dimension, so rank(R(x)) = nd− d. Conversely, if the rank of the constraint
matrix is given by rank(R(x)) = nd − d, then the nullspace of the constraint matrix has
achieved its minimum, indicating that the rank of the constraint matrix is maximized; this
completes the proof.
Because it will be useful in the next section, which showcases formation control of
frameworks characterized by different combinations of the heterogeneous constraints con-
sidered by this work, the following corollaries to Thm. 7.7 establish rank conditions on
the constraint matrix under pairs of distance, bearing, and angle constraint functions. The
proofs of these corollaries follow that of Thm. 7.7, and are omitted.




> is well-constrained if and only if
rank(R(x)) = nd− d.
Note that Cor. 7.7.1 is a recasting of the results of [83], which refers to well-constrained
frameworks specified by distances and bearings as “stiff”.




> is well-constrained if and only if











where p = dim(aff{x}).





> is well-constrained if and only if
rank(R(x)) = nd− d− 1.
The results of this section are summarized to highlight their use in formation control
of frameworks characterized by heterogeneous constraints, which follows in Chapter 7.3.
This section has presented a unified approach to considering formations characterized by
heterogeneous constraints that consist of distance, bearing, and angle constraints. These con-
straints hold over sub-frameworks whose union is the entire framework. Characterization of
the available motions of formations with heterogeneous constraints was a central part of this
section. To determine the available motions of such frameworks, the constraint matrix was
introduced; the nullspace of this matrix is a vector space that corresponds with infinitesimal
motions that preserve the constraints. While frameworks with heterogeneous constraints
may admit a number of different motions depending on the sub-frameworks over which the
constraints are defined, well-constrained frameworks were defined to highlight frameworks
with the least available constraint preserving motions; this property is a generalization
of infinitesimal rigidity, bearing-rigidity, and shape-similarity. With respect to distance,
bearing, and angle constraints, a rank condition was developed to certify frameworks that are
well-constrained. In the following section, these results will be applied to achieve formation
control of frameworks with heterogeneous constraints.
7.3 Controller Synthesis with Heterogeneous Constraints
In this section, the controller-synthesis approach to formation control of infinitesimally
shape-similar frameworks presented in Chapter 4, and the controller-synthesis approach
to control of infinitesimally rigid and bearing-rigid frameworks described previously in
Chapter 7.1, are applied to frameworks characterized by heterogeneous constraints. As
such, the developments of the previous section, which characterize the available motions
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of such frameworks, are useful in understanding the ways in which frameworks can move
while ensuring that certain constraint functions are invariant. The purpose of this section
is to connect the individual synthesized controllers of infinitesimally rigid, bearing-rigid,
and shape-similar frameworks such that controllers for frameworks with heterogeneous
constraints can be synthesized; in this purpose, the significance of the trade-offs between
network topology and the interaction modalities of a network team is featured, furthering
the objective of this thesis.
To begin, the Lyapunov function used as the CLF inequality constraint in the QP yielding
the synthesized controller is developed. In particular, consider a framework characterized
by heterogeneous constraints, G(x) = GD(x) ∪GB(x) ∪GS(x), as described previously






represents a composition of distance, bearing, and angle constraints in the framework. From
this constraint function, let f̂(x) be the independent constraint function, which includes the
independent distance, bearing, and angle constraints for which, as described previously, the
rank of the rigidity, bearing-rigidity, or shape-similarity matrices are reduced by removal of
any constraint respectively. Define the constraint-error function e(x) to be a vector of the








f ∗D − f̂D(x)
f ∗B − f̂B(x)
f ∗S − f̂S(x)
 ∈ R|ÊD|+d|ÊB |+|Θ̂S |,
where the desired distances f̂ ∗D, the desired bearings f̂
∗
B, and the desired angles f̂
∗
D are






u = −R̂(x)u, (7.22)
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the origin of which corresponds with the desired configuration of the vertices as specified by

















u = −e>(x)R̂(x)u (7.23)
= −(e>D(x)R̂D(x) + e>B(x)R̂B(x) + e>S (x)R̂S(x))u.
As in the previous presentations of asymptotic formation stabilizing controllers, the
origin of the constraint-error system for frameworks with heterogeneous constraints can be
made asymptotically stable by the following controller.
Theorem 7.8. Let G(x) = GD(x) ∪ GB(x) ∪ GS(x) be a non-degenerate framework
characterized by the independent constraint function f̂(x) for which e(x) ∈ D, where
D = {e(x) ∈ R|ÊD|+d|ÊB |+|Θ̂S |
∣∣ eD(x) ∈ R|ÊD|;
ẑ>b êB,b(x) > −1,∀b = 1, . . . , |ÊB|;
eS(x) ∈ (−2, 2)|Θ̂S |};
under the control input
u = R̂>(x)e(x),
the origin of the constraint-error system in (7.22), e(x) = 0, is locally asymptotically stable.
Proof. Substituting the controller into the time derivative of the Lyapunov function in (7.23)
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yields
V̇ (e(x)) = −e>(x)R̂(x)R̂>(x)e(x)
= −‖R̂>D(x)eD(x)‖2 − ‖R̂>B(x)eB(x)‖2 − ‖R̂>S (x)eS(x)‖2,
which is strictly less that zero according to the proofs of Thm.4.1, Thm. 7.1, and Thm. 7.4
for e(x) ∈ D − {0}, so the origin of the constraint-error system is locally asymptotically
stable.
While the controller in Thm. 7.8 provides a means of asymptotically stabilizing the origin
of the constraint-error system, a more useful approach to formation control is controller
synthesis because of the admission of the nominal control input. The synthesized formation










where ρ ∈ R+ is a parameter that can be chosen to affect the exponential convergence of the
constraint-error to the origin. If they exist, solutions to (7.24) ensure that the origin of the
constraint-error is locally exponentially stable, and as mentioned in previous descriptions
of the controller-synthesis approach, the admission of the nominal control input allows
high-level objectives to be addressed by the multi-robot formation, while the CLF inequality
ensures that the desired distances, bearings, and angles are achieved.
Regarding the motions available under the controller-synthesis approach to formation
control, the heterogeneous constraints dictate how these formations can move. In particular,
a well-constrained framework as defined in Def. 7.1 executing the synthesized controller can
be expected, according to Thm. 7.6, to asymptotically exhibit invariance only to translations.
While well-constrained frameworks offer a clear idea of the available motions, frameworks
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which are not well-constrained have, by definition, more available motions due to the relaxed
nature of the constraints. To demonstrate the controller-synthesis approach to formation
control with heterogeneous constraints, the following subsection describes a deployment of
this method on a team of differential-drive robots.
7.3.1 Robotarium Demonstration
As suggested at the close of the previous paragraph, the controller-synthesis approach to for-
mation control of teams of robots described by frameworks characterized by heterogeneous
constraints can be applied to exploit the nature of the constraints to achieve desired motion
of the team. Here, a demonstration of such a procedure highlights a significant limitation of
well-constrained frameworks.
Shown along the numbered sequence of images in Figure 7.4, a team of nine differential-
drive drive robots in the Robotarium executes the controller synthesized by solving (7.24).
The framework is composed of four triangles: three smaller triangles connected by a large
one. Distance constraints apply to the small triangles, while the angles of the large triangle
are constrained. From the discussion in the previous section, it is clear that the framework
in Figure 7.4 is not well-constrained, and it is neither infinitesimally rigid nor infinitesimally
shape-similar; however, the nature of these constraints, examined extensively in this thesis,
can be exploited to enable rich and predictable motion of the robots. Each of the small
triangles is an infinitesimally rigid subframework, and the large triangle is an infinitesimally
shape-similar subframework. As such, the available constraint preserving motions of the
framework are myriad, including translation of the framework, uniform scaling of the central
triangle, and rotations of the subframeworks.
Along the numbered images in Figure 7.4, the high-level motion of the robots is directed
by a nominal controller which causes the three small triangles to individually rotate clock-
wise about its own centroid while simultaneously rotating about the centroid of the central
triangle, which rotates and scales. Shown in bottom right image of Figure 7.4, the squared
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Figure 7.4: Along the numbered images, the controller synthesized by solving (7.24) is executed by a team of
nine differential-drive robots in the Robotarium. The framework consists of three small triangles constrained
by distances, and a large central triangle constrained by its angles. The synthesized controller stabilizes the
origin of the constraint-error system, quantified by the graph in the bottom right image. The robots move such
that the small triangles rotate about themselves and the centroid of the framework and the central triangle
rotates and scales.
norms of the distance and angle errors are shown to approach zero and remain within
acceptable tolerances given the limitations of the differential-drive robots, thus suggesting
the efficacy of the controller-synthesis approach to formation control of multi-robot teams
characterized by heterogeneous constraints.
As indicated in Cor. 7.7.2, the available motions of well-constrained frameworks with
respect to distance and angle constraints include infinitesimal translation and rotation of
the entire framework. The framework shown in the demonstration depicted in Figure 7.4
is not well-constrained, and so has many more constraint preserving motions; this demon-
stration supports the following claim. The available constraint preserving motions of
well-constrained frameworks may not be rich enough to support the objectives of the team
(e.g., the motions depicted in Figure 7.4 would not preserve the constraints of a corre-
sponding well-constrained framework). While reducing the constraints in a framework
increases the available motions, and thus may reduce the predictability of the motion of
the multi-robot team, careful application of constraints, supported by the theoretical un-
derpinnings of infinitesimal rigidity, bearing-rigidity, and shape-similarity, can enable the
robots to execute complex maneuvers in predictable ways, which is a major advantage of
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incorporating heterogeneous constraints by the method suggested in this chapter. Thus
demonstrated, the controller-synthesis approach to formation control of multi-robot teams
characterized by heterogeneous constraints is powerful in its extensibility, allowing various
constraints to be transparently incorporated without undue effort in controller design.
7.4 Admitting Constraint Violation
In this section, the controller-synthesis approach to formation control, including the controller-
synthesis approach to formation control of frameworks described by heterogeneous con-
straints as well as the controller-synthesis approach to formation control of infinitesimally
rigid, bearing-rigid, and shape-similar frameworks, is reconsidered to examine situations
in which it may be advantageous to violate the constraints that specify the formation. In
particular, this section suggests a situation in which constraints should be violated, and
modifies the controller-synthesis approach to formation control to handle this violation
gracefully.
With regards to situations in which it may be necessary or advantageous not to insist that
the distances, bearings, or angles of a multi-robot formation be maintained, an example that
typically arises is that of navigation in the presence of obstacles in the environment. As such,
one simple answer to the question of when formation constraints should be violated is: when
it is necessary to safely navigate the environment. Having identified safe navigation as a
use-case for constraint violation, the remainder of this section demonstrates the extensibility
of the controller-synthesis approach to formation control in enabling safe navigation of
teams of robots.
To achieve safe navigation, control barrier functions are introduced as further inequality
constraints in the QP. As described in Chapter 2.3, CBFs have been used in the literature
to achieve collision avoidance; the novelty in this presentation is not the incorporation
of barrier functions for collision avoidance. Rather, its purpose is to consider trade-offs
between the objectives of formation control, which bring to light those issues concerning
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the interplay between network topology and interaction modalities in a multi-robot team,
and broader objectives that a multi-robot team may be expected to address. As such, the
incorporation of barrier functions will first begin with CBFs based on the distances between
robots and obstacles and inter-robot distances.
To begin, consider the following barrier function based on the distances between robots
and O points po ∈ Rd, o = 1, ..., O, representing obstacles in the environment. Without loss
of generality, assume that the points are stationary; if the velocities of the points are known
or can be estimated, the following presentation can be modified appropriately. The barrier




‖xi − pi‖2 − d2io,
where dio ∈ R+ is the safe distance between robot i and the point o. The time derivative of
this expression is given by
ḣD,(i,o)(x) = (xi − po)>ui. (7.25)
Choosing ui such that (7.25) is greater than −h3D,(i,o)(x) ensures that the distance between
robot i and obstacle o remains greater than the safe distance (see [73] for a thorough
exposition of CBFs).
Perhaps more interesting in the context of this thesis, for reasons that will be made
apparent shortly, consider the issue of collision avoidance between robots in formation,




‖zij‖2 − d2ij, (7.26)
where dij ∈ R+ is the safe distance between robots i and j. Note that hD,(i,j)(x) is positive
for inter-robot distances greater than dij, zero when the robots are exactly dij apart, and
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choosing ui and uj such that (7.27) is greater than−h3D,(i,j)(x) results in collision avoidance
between robots i and j. With regards to the complete framework Gκ(x), consider the vector






 ∀(i, j) ∈ V × V ;




where RκD(x) is the rigidity matrix of the complete framework. By virtue of the component
barrier functions of hκD(x) and the structure of R
κ
D(x), satisfying the following inequality
ensures that no two vertices collide:
RκD(x)u  −(hκD(x))3,
where  indicates the element-wise inequality, and (hκD(x))3 refers to the element-wise







 ∀(i, j) ∈ V × V .
This set of control barrier functions is notable not only for its explicit utility, but for the role
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that the rigidity matrix plays in these barrier functions based on the inter-robot distances.
Apparent by the presentation, the rigidity matrix plays a role not only in the CLFs of the
asymptotic formation-stabilization controller of (7.2) and the controller-synthesis method of
(7.7), but in CBFs based on inter-robot distances.
Having described these CBFs, they can be incorporated as inequality constraints in the
controller-synthesis approach to formation control. Here, the presentation of the QP assumes
that the controller is being synthesized for a framework characterized by heterogeneous
constraints, but the technique could also be applied to those characterized by homogeneous
constraints as well. The formation controller, which ensures collision avoidance with respect
to obstacles and inter-robot collisions, is synthesized by solving the following modification





‖u− unom‖2 + |δ|2









where δ is a slack variable which serves two important purposes. First, δ helps ensure feasibil-
ity of the problem. Second, and more significantly, δ determines the trade-off made between
the collision avoidance constraints captured by the CBFs, and the formation-stabilization
constraint captured by the CLF. The formation controllers synthesized by solving (7.28)
address the issue of balancing the objective of maintaining the constraints specifying the for-
mation against collision avoidance; as shown in the following demonstrations, this method
enables the multi-robot team to accomplish a variety of objectives.
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Figure 7.5: To demonstrate graceful constraint violation, a team of five differential-drive robots in the
Robotarium described by an infinitesimally rigid framework executes the controller synthesized by solving
(7.28). Along the numbered images, the robots are initialized and translate from the left of the testbed surface
to the right. Quantified by the graph in the bottom right image, as the formation encounters obstacles in the
environment, the distance CLF constraint is relaxed by increasing the value of the slack variable while the
CBF collision avoidance inequality constraint is enforced. As a result, the formation distorts as the robots pass
through the narrow passage before reforming on the other side, having safely navigated the environment.
7.4.1 Robotarium Demonstration
In contrast with previous sections, this section includes not one, but three demonstrations
that highlight the utility of the approach to graceful constraint violation in (7.28) and the
significant differences that arise in the application of this method to infinitesimally rigid and
infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks.
To begin, the difference between constraint violation in the presence of obstacles is
examined for infinitesimally rigid and shape-similar frameworks. Shown in the numbered
images of Figure 7.5, a team of five differential-drive robots in an infinitesimally rigid
framework executes the controller synthesized by solving (7.28). Quantified in the bottom
right image of Figure 7.5, the distance error initially decreases rapidly as the distance CLF
constraint is satisfied; however, when the obstacles are encountered as the formation moves
through the environment, the slack variable is increased while the CBF collision avoidance
constraints are enforced, relaxing the distance constraints and allowing the formation to
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Figure 7.6: To demonstrate graceful constraint violation, a team of five differential-drive robots in the
Robotarium described by an infinitesimally shape-similar framework executes the controller synthesized by
solving (7.28). Along the numbered images, the robots are initialized and translate from the left of the testbed
surface to the right. Quantified by the graph in the bottom right image, as the formation encounters obstacles
in the environment, the angle CLF constraint is relaxed by increasing the value of the slack variable while the
CBF collision avoidance inequality constraint is enforced. As a result, the formation contracts uniformly as
the robots pass through the narrow passage before expanding on the other side, having safely navigated the
environment.
safely navigate. After passing through the obstacles, the slack variable and squared norm of
the distance error decrease as expected.
Now, consider the demonstration in Figure 7.6, in which the same framework of five
differential-drive robots is characterized instead by angle constraints. In this case, when the
robots encounter the obstacles and the angle CLF constraint is relaxed by increasing the value
of the slack variable, the formation contracts uniformly; this, in contrast with the distortion
when the distances between robots were constrained, highlights the practical differences
between the angle and distance constraints and demonstrates the utility of uniform scaling
as a constraint preserving motion for infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks.
In a final demonstration, Figure 7.7 shows two infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks
of four differential-drive robots, which trade positions without collision. Along the numbered
images, the robots are initialized and execute the controller synthesized by solving (7.28).
The nominal controller for each formation directs the motion such that they encounter
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Figure 7.7: Shown along the numbered images, two teams of four differential-drive robots described by
infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks are directed to trade places while executing the controller synthesized
by solving (7.28). As they encounter each other, the formation stabilization inequality constraint is relaxed
while the CBF inequality constraint is enforced. Each peak in the squared norm of the total angle error, as well
as peaks in the slack variable value, shown in the bottom right image, corresponds with an encounter between
robots. Once the formations pass through each other, the slack variable is reduced, and the angles converge to
their desired values.
each other in the middle of the testbed surface. In order to avoid collisions, the formation
stabilization CLF inequality constraint is relaxed by increasing the value of the slack variable,
which is shown in the plot in the bottom right image of Figure 7.7. Shown in this plot, the
peaks in the squared norm of the sum of the angle-errors for both formations increases when
robots encounter one another and must avoid collision; corresponding with these peaks are
increases in the value of the slack variable. Once the formations successfully pass through
each other, the formation-stabilization constraint is enforced, and the angles return to desired
values.
7.5 Summary of Conclusions
In this section, control of formations characterized by heterogeneous constraints was consid-
ered. In reference to understanding and exploring the interplay between network topology
and the interaction modalities of a multi-robot team, this section examined frameworks
characterized by heterogeneous constraints to determine the types of formations that can
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be achieved and the available motions of such formations. Then, the controller-synthesis
approach to formation control was applied to leverage the benefits of heterogeneity, which
were demonstrated in numerous deployments on teams of differential-drive robots.
In this section, explicit reference was made to the controller-synthesis approach to
formation control of infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks, and the section began by
mirroring this approach to formation control for formations represented by infinitesimally
rigid and bearing-rigid frameworks. After completing this presentation for formations
characterized by homogeneous constraints, the frameworks described by heterogeneous
distance, bearing, and angle constraints were characterized through the development of the
constraint matrix, the nullspace of which corresponds with the available motions of the
framework. Using the developments of infinitesimal shape-similarity in Chapter 3 and the
background information on infinitesimal rigidity and bearing-rigidity in Chapter 2, a rank
condition on the constraint matrix was introduced to explain that translations are the only
available motions to frameworks that are well-constrained with respect to the heterogeneous
distance, bearing, and angle constraints.
Not only was the constraint matrix important for characterizing the available motions of
formations with heterogeneous constraints, the constraint matrix played an explicit role in
the adaptation of the controller-synthesis approach to formation control of such frameworks,
appearing in the CLF inequality constraint in the QP. In addition to the issue of formation
stabilization captured by this CLF, graceful constraint violation was addressed in the context
of safe navigation of the team through the incorporation of CBFs to enforce safety and
a slack variable to determine the trade-off between avoiding collisions and maintaining
the formation. Finally, this approach to formation control was demonstrated on a team of
differential-drive robots to suggest the utility of the method.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this thesis, the interplay between network topology and the interaction modalities available
in a multi-robot team were investigated in the context of formation control. Here, the main
conclusions of this investigation, drawn from the chapters of this thesis, are collected and
summarized; with respect to these conclusions, directions for future research are described.
In particular, each chapter of this thesis was written to address a set of fundamental research
questions designed to reveal the coupling between network topology and the interaction
modalities in multi-robot teams—for clarity and convenience to the reader, these research
questions have been posed plainly in Chapter 1, the introduction of this thesis. In the
following paragraphs, the conclusions are stated by answering these research questions.
In Chapter 3, this thesis began by examining frameworks specified by the relative
angles between robots to characterize and determine the available motions of these angle-
constrained formations. In this examination, the framework property of infinitesimal shape-
similarity, the principle theoretical development of this body of work, was defined to
characterize frameworks where maintenance of the angles between robots renders the
framework invariant to infinitesimal translations, rotations, and uniform scaling. With this
characterization of the available motions of the frameworks of interest, tools for analyzing
arbitrary frameworks for this property, namely conditions on the nullspace and rank of the
shape-similarity matrix, were developed. In the process of developing these tools, both the
network topology and the embedding of the framework were found to be intimately related
through the shape-similarity matrix. Accounting for this relationship in specification and
design of multi-robot formations is critical because: if the dimension of the affine hull of
the vertex positions is not sufficiently high, then regardless of the network topology, the
framework is pathological; similarly, if the vertices are positioned correctly, but the network
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topology does not correctly constrain the motion, then the framework is not infinitesimally
shape-similar.
After developing infinitesimal shape-similarity, design of formation controllers for
infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks was the subject of Chapter 4. In this chapter, the
objective was to leverage the developments concerning infinitesimal shape-similarity to
achieve formation stabilization with particular attention paid to the induced sensing and
communication requirements on robots in the team. With regard to this objective, the angle-
error function was defined, and two approaches to formation control were presented. The
first resulted in asymptotic stability of the origin of the angle-error system, which depends
explicitly on the shape-similarity matrix; the second consisted of a controller-synthesis
approach to formation control capable of incorporating high-level control objectives. Aside
from the immediate utility of these formation controllers in leveraging the results of the
previous chapter for control of infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks, examination of
the partial derivatives of the angle-constraint function revealed that, in general, to stabilize
the formation with these techniques, the robots needed distance and bearing information
available locally and through communication with immediate neighbors. These requirements
are founded and understood because the relative angles between robots explicitly require
information from three robots, two of which may not be adjacent. Commenting on possible
relaxations of these requirements, the chapter concluded by noting that restriction to the
plane and particular network topologies might allow formations of robots to be controlled
using fewer sensors, a subject that was explored in the following chapter. One avenue
for future work is to consider further relaxations of these sensing and communication
requirements to explore control of formations described by infinitesimally shape-similar
frameworks in which communication is prohibited entirely.
After examining formation control of infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks at large,
Chapter 5 considered self-assembly and control of a particular class of frameworks in order
to explore the limited incorporation of heterogeneity in terms of the sensing capabilities
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of the robots. To begin, triangulations were shown, using the tools of shape-similarity
developed in Chapter 3, to be infinitesimally shape-similar. Self-assembly of maximally
outerplane graphs, a class of triangulations, was then considered in two parts. First, a
graph grammar was developed to assign the topology of the formation; second, a realizing
controller was designed for robots equipped with bearing-only sensors so that triangular
faces of the framework could be made equilateral. Through this self-assembly mechanism,
the comments of the previous chapter were substantiated; because the robots were restricted
to the plane, and because the robots were arranged with a particular network topology, it was
possible to stabilize the formation without the use of distance information. To demonstrate
the immediate utility of heterogeneous sensing capabilities, a single robot, designated the
first follower, was equipped with distance sensors in addition to bearing sensors. Then, a
leader-follower formation-control strategy was developed that used a leader to determine the
position of the framework, the first follower to set the heading and scale of the formation
with respect to the leader, and the remaining robots to maintain the desired relative angles
between robots using the bearing-only controller. Ultimately, the limited addition of distance
information had a dramatic impact on the capabilities of the formation, suggesting the utility
of heterogeneity at large. Notably, the maintenance of the angles was applied along the
weak dual graph of the maximally outerplane graph; in the future, identification of other
network topologies where infinitesimally shape-similar subframeworks can be maintained
serially may enable related formation-control strategies to be developed.
After the case-study in heterogeneity presented in the previous chapter, Chapter 6 ex-
posed the underlying relationships between the framework properties of infinitesimal rigidity,
bearing-rigidity, and shape-similarity. In particular, algebraic relationships between the
rigidity, bearing-rigidity, and shape-similarity matrices were found, which allow the bearing-
rigidity matrix to be written in terms of the rigidity matrix, and the shape-similarity matrix
to be written in terms of the bearing-rigidity matrix. Using these algebraic relationships
between the framework properties, the implications between them were considered. Hearken-
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ing to the importance of the plane noted in Chapter 4, these three framework properties were
shown to be equivalent for frameworks in two dimensions. However, in higher dimensions
this was not the case. In fact, infinitesimal rigidity implies infinitesimal bearing-rigidity,
and infinitesimal shape-similarity implies infinitesimal bearing-rigidity in greater than two
dimensions. The provided counterexamples show that infinitesimal bearing-rigidity does
not imply infinitesimal shape-similarity or infinitesimal rigidity in higher dimensions, and
that infinitesimal shape-similarity does not imply infinitesimal rigidity in higher dimensions.
Proving that infinitesimal rigidity implies infinitesimal shape-similarity is the subject of
future work. With these relationships between the framework properties established, exami-
nation of frameworks characterized by heterogeneous constraints could be supported in the
following chapter.
In the final chapter of this thesis, Chapter 7 considered frameworks described by hetero-
geneous sets of distance, bearing, and angle constraints to determine the available motions
of such frameworks and to suggest the efficacy of the controller-synthesis approach to
controlling them. To begin, and for completeness in the presentation, the approach to
formation control of infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks in Chapter 4 was repeated
for infinitesimally rigid and bearing-rigid frameworks; this presentation revealed a funda-
mental difference in the sensing and communication requirements of distance and bearing
constrained frameworks as opposed to those of angle constrained frameworks arising from
the pair-wise nature of the distances and bearings as compared to the triple-wise nature
of angles. Then, frameworks with heterogeneous constraints were characterized using the
constraint matrix, the nullspace of which describes the available motions of such frameworks.
With a rank condition on the constraint matrix, well-constrained frameworks with respect
to distances, bearings, and angles were shown to be invariant only to translations. With
this characterization of frameworks with heterogeneous constraints, a controller-synthesis
approach to formation control of such frameworks was presented, and demonstrations on
teams of differential-drive robots show the utility of including heterogeneous constraints.
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Future work will consider: the development of CBFs based on angles and bearings that
ensure invariance of the region of attraction of the Lyapunov functions for the angle and
bearing-error systems respectively, and the application of the controller-synthesis approach
to formations of robots not modelled as unicycles.
Having summarized the objectives, contributions, and observations of this thesis, the
following conclusions can be drawn with regard to understanding the interplay between
network topology and the interaction modalities available in a multi-robot team. Substan-
tiated by the results of this work, and in particular the results of Chapter 3 and Chapter 6,
the network topology, the interaction modalities accompanying the particular constraints
specifying the formation, and the embedding of the robots in space are all fundamentally
coupled an should not be considered in isolation of each other. For example, when de-
signing formation controllers for infinitesimally shape-similar frameworks, the position
of the robots and the network describing their connectivity have a fundamental effect on
how the robots can move while preserving measured angles. Furthermore, simply being
equipped with sensors that can measure angles may not be sufficient to compute the control
inputs necessary to maintain them. In fact, the sensing and communication modalities
available to robots restrict the types of controllers that can be deployed, and there is a
critical trade-off that must be made between communication and sensing which cannot be
decoupled from the network topology of the framework. With regards to fielding multi-robot
teams, this thesis has practical relevance to the design and outfitting of robotic platforms
on which various formation controllers will be deployed. To effectively execute formation
controllers, as evidenced by the results of Chapter 4, Chapter 5, and Chapter 7, the coupling
of the underlying network topology and the sensing and communication capabilities of the
robots should be accounted for explicitly in order to leverage the capabilities of formations
described by homogeneous constraints and those greater capabilities afforded by formations






Here, a brief description of affine sets is included for convenience to the reader; a thorough
exposition of affine sets and spaces is given in [79, Chapter 1].
The set A ⊆ Rn is affine if αx + βy ∈ A for x, y ∈ A and α + β = 1. The affine hull
of a set A ⊆ Rn is the intersection of all affine sets containing A and is written aff{A}; its
dimension is denoted dim(aff{A}). The affine hull of the vertex positions of a framework is
written aff{x} = aff{x1, x2, . . . , xn}.
An isometric transformation of Rn is a distance-preserving transformation T : Rn → Rn
of the form T = Mx+ c, where M ∈ Rn×n is an orthogonal matrix and c ∈ Rn. Affine sets
are isometric if there is an isometry T (A) = B.
The following result will be useful for the development of tools for assessing frameworks
for infinitesimal shape-similarity in Ch. 3. Note that [79] refers to affine sets as flats and
isometries as congruencies.
Lemma A.1 ([79, Theorem 1.6.3, pg. 30]). Let A and B be affine sets of dimension r in Rn.




For convenience to the reader, common notation between chapters of this thesis are listed in
the order of appearance.
G = (V , E) a graph
V the vertex set
E the edge set
n the number of vertices
ε the number of edges
H the incidence matrix
L the graph Laplacian
⊗ the Kronecker products
Id the d× d identity matrix
rank(·) the rank of the matrix
ker(·) the nullspace of the matrix
span{·} a set of spanning vectors
x = [x>i , . . . , x
>
n ]
> ∈ Rdn the vector of vertex positions
ẋ the infinitesimal motion of the vertices
d the dimension of the vertices
G(x) = (G, x) the framework, a graph embedding
Gκ the complete graph
Gκ(x) the complete framework
g = (G, ν, ξ) a labeled graph
ν the vertex labels of the labeled graph
ξ the edge labels of the labeled graph
Φ a graph grammar
r = (gl, gr) a graph grammar rule
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R+ the positive real numbers
zik = xi − xk the difference of vertex positions
vec(zb) the vector of the difference of vertex positions
diag(·) a matrix with elements on the diagonal
fD(x) the distance-constraint function
RD(x) the rigidity matrix
aff{x} the affine hull of the vertices
dim(aff{x}) the dimension of the affine hull of the vertices
ẑik = zik/‖zik‖ an inter-vertex bearing
vec(ẑb) the vector of inter-vertex bearings
fB(x) the bearing-constraint function
Qzb the orthogonal projection matrix with respect to zb
ΘS the angle set
m the number of angles
θikj the angle between vertices i, k, and j centered on k
θ(x) the vector of angles of a framework
cos(θ(x)) the element-wise cosine of the vector of angles
fS(x) the angle-constraint function
RS(x) the shape-similarity matrix
ΓS = diag(. . . , γikj, . . .) the positive definite matrix of scalars γikj
S = [ 0 1−1 0 ] a skew-symmetric matrix
eα ∈ Rd a standard basis vector
Sβ ∈ Rd×d a skew-symmetric matrix
V t a vector space of translations of x
V r a vector space of rotations of x
V s a vector space of uniform scaling of x
G(xijk) a subframework of G(x)
eD(x), eB(x), eS(x) the distance, bearing, and angle-error
VD(eD(x)), VB(eB(x)), VS(eS(x)) Lyapunov functions
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